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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

CANADIANS THRASH THE PRUSSIANS.—Under the laconic
official heading of a night bombing attack, a plucky affair took
place recently on the western front. A company of Canadians
went out under cover of dark to raidthe trenches of the Prussian
Guards. The Canadians launched their bombs full in the midst

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

of the Guards, who set their flares going and turned a machinegun on the nocturnal visitors. It would have fared ill with tha
Canadians had not a lucky bomb-thrower planted his missile
right on to the Maxim, thereby allowing twenty-three out of th..
party of twenty-five to retreat.
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WOMANHOOD IN T E NEW ERA
Our Great Symposium on the War and Our National Life
When the last shot is tired and the victory oversea, which is already theoretically enthroned
in the minds of every Briton, is an accomplished fact, a stern battle at home will begin, a battle
to improve the life-conditions of every member of the community. Many great intellects will
be requisitioned in the work of reconstructing our social fabric, and women unquestionably
will play an important part in this work. The war has demonstrated, to a remarkable degree,
the skill, ability, and strength of womanhood, and has opened up spheres of feminine activity
undreamt of in the days when a small section asked rather noisily for sex equality and the vote.
Two of the most absorbing articles of this instalment of our special symposium for the new era
are from the pens of Mrs. Despard and Miss Cicely Hamilton, who have each well-considered
,views on a question of vital consequence. Among other contributions is one from Sir Oliver
Lodge on the subject of Training and Service. Another timely contribution is on Labour and
Wages connected with certain trades, from Mr. John Hodge, Chairman of the Labour Party.

1VOMEN AND CITIZENSHIP, by Mrs. Despard
Mrs. DESPARD, whose opinion on the
e,lect of the Great War on the position of
cc omen is given below, is President of.
tiT Women's Freedom League. Since the
bi ginning of the war she has been doing a
great deal of excellent work for the relatives
of our soldiers at the front, some account of
which she wrote for a recent issue of " The
Great War." Mrs. Despard has also
worked in Paris, attempting to bring
together the members of families who had
been separated owing to the German invasion
of France and Belgium. Mrs. Despard is
the sister of Viscount French of Ypres.
'THAT the effect of the war will be,
A- in a Certain sense, cataclysmic, it is
impossible to doubt. Old landmarks will
be swept away; age-honoured truisms
and conventions will be discounted ; in
every department of social life there will
be changes which, at the present moment,
it is impassible clearly to foresee. That
amidst all - these changes the relations
between Man and woman, as regards their
common relation to the State, will remain
as they are now is unthinkable. When,
however, we try to forecast the future—
as we should do if we would meet it
worthily—we are confronted by great
difficulties.
The Enropean world finds itself faced
with two eventualities. A peace such as
that of 187o, which was merely a long
truce given, on the part of one nation,
to the building up—through illusion on
the one hand and military despotism on
the other--of the most tremendous engine
of destruction the world has ever seen ;
an the part of the other nation to diplomatic
fencing whose effect was merely to put
off the evil day, - and more or less halfhearted preparations for a war that might
not come. If again such a treaty of
peace be concluded, there can be but one
outlook--a military despotism everywhere,
and the pale phantom of fear triumphant.
None can be so blind as not to see
what the position of women would be
under such a system. All her higher
aspirations would be- crushed down. -Her
maternity, her newly-discovered organising ability, her deftness, her skill, her
physical endurance; nay, even her
courage and her patriotism would be
used for the enrichment and strengthening
of masculine plutocracies, while any
vestige of the old spirit of independence
would be punished even more sternly
than it was before the war. That some
would rebel is most likely, but they would
be Martyrs. Taken: generally, women
would be the most servile instruments of
those who would control the servile State.

Thank Heaven, another eventuality is
possible, and I hope I am right in believing
that this will be the actuabissue. Taught
by sorrow, disciplined by pain, the peoples
of Europe may awake from their dream
of horror. The best elements may come
to the surface. It may even be that
from within or outside the welter of
respectable mediocrities who have brought
us to this pass, some free, selfless heaventaught statesmen and stateswomen will
arise who will have the power, no less
than the will, to guide the troubled peoples
into the way of peace. Then might be
formed a Federation of States—a European Conanionwealth—that would safeguard the weak and, by strength in unity
and moral purpose, curb the strong, so
that every nation would have the opportunity of developing on its own lines. That is possible, and—given such a
departure, for which every true woman
should be working now—the progress of
woman towards her true status would
follow its present course. I do not say
that the right of citizenship in this country
will be given to her immediately. That
may be. It is certain that, it the war
ends as we hope it will, great constitu-

tional changes will to...re place. Britain,
as a vast Empire, will be called upon to
fulfil the responsibilities of Empire, Parliament must be reorganised on juster and
larger lines. The nation must be represented—not only the women, but our
Colonies, men and women, and our
dependencies.
This may not come to pass at once,
but ultimately, it must be done. In
the meantime, woman will retain her
new position in the world of industry;
not as the rival but as the mate of the
man-worker she will work in the future.
Motherhood will be recognised as a work,
to be honoured and rewarded by the
State. The ability of woman as an
administrator having been proved, careers
long closed to her will be opened. There
can be little doubt that if women are
stroll,' and confident, that if the men
who b'have so finely championed their
cause in the past are faithful, and those
who are publicly testifying to her value
in public work are consistent, the position
of women in the future will be that for
which the greatest women in the past
have striven—that, in all civilised nations,
they will possess equal citizenship, equality
before the Law, equal moral status, and
equal human independence with the men.

IMPROVEMENT OF WAGES, by John Hodge, M.P.
Mr. JOHN HODGE, the Labour member
for Gorton and Chairman of the Labour
Party in Parliament, has written for us
something about - the effects of the way on
labour. Mr. Hodge started life as an ironworker, and is now the Secretary of the
British Steel Smelters' Mill, Iron, and
Tinplate Wo."-hers' Association, which he
helped to found. Consequently, these are
the trades with which he is most thoroughly
acquainted.

increase there has been in labour's
remuneration generally. The following,
however, upon which I can speak _with
knowledge of a precise character; &Monstrafes the general improvement - '
For instance, previous to the war the
condition of the iron and steel trades
was anything but good. This also affected
subsidiary industries upon which that
trade is dependent Wages were either
stationary or decreasing. It may be
observed that in the iron and steel trades
HE difficulty to-day in almost every sliding scales governed wages in almost
industry is to get sufficient labour.
every district in the kingdom.
It could hardly be otherwise at the
Immediately following the declaration
moment in face of the hundreds of of war, the iron and steel trades began
thousands of workmen who have enlisted. slowly to improve, and before the end
The consequent scarcity of labour resulted of 1914 prices of steel and iron were
in competition amongst employers for rising rapidly and employment was
it, and naturally wages increased, one abundant. The subsidiary trades did not
might say, enormously.
feel the effect so speedily as what may be
The desire to work, and the scarcity described as the heavy metal trades ;
of hands, is evidenced by the workhouses this because of the great demand made
being emptied of their occupants ; these upon the iron and steel industry for
people in ordinary times would not have armour plate, ship and boiler plates,
been looked at, to-day they have demon angles, and so on for ship construction
strated their usefulness, -This opens up a and more particularly because of the
wider question which cannot be discussed great rush to complete the naval pronow.-The wages of boys anligirlsinmunition gramme of the Government as well as
works and factories demonstrate not only the construction of new vessels of all
the scarcity of labour, but the enormous
(Continued an rage 52.)
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Lance and Sabre Behind the Foremost Line

British officers making an inspection of an Indian cavalry camp in
France. Inset: Indian sentry on guard, to the right of whom are seen two
French figures looking down the road leading to the battle—front.

Striking photograph of two British Lancers of Sir Douglas Haig's bodyguard halting for a quiet smoke somewhere in the neighbour—
hood of headquarters. One seldom sees the lance as a weapon in these days, and certainly its value has so far proved to be rather
more theoretical than practical. Note the bandoliers which are carried round the horses' necks.
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has practically disappeared in the face
THE WAR AND OUR NATIONAL LIFE
of national peril—and the longer the
war continues the more it will tend to
descriptions for the use of the naval more shells grew we were in a position disappear.
authorities, Then again there was a big to transfer many hundreds of tinplate ,
I imagine, further, that the large class
demand from France for steel for the and sheet mill workers into the forge that was once actively and intensely
purposes of shell - making, and at the press shell departments of a number of concerned with the political disabilities
end of the year we were sending to France munition factories, so that in respect of women will, in all probability, devote
of this industry there was no overplus itself more to the question of her industrial
about io,000 tons of steel per week.
In the tinplate and sheet trades this of labour.
needs and disabilities. And this not only
As an example of how the greatly- for material reasons---the poverty that
briskness of trade did not operate, due
increased cost of steel has operated in will follOw the war making livelihood the
principally to the fact that both are
wages, the South Wales and Monmouth- first consideration—but becauSe one of
largely export trades. As an example,
in the tinplate trade at the end of the shire sliding scale has given increases in the indirect effects of the European
year fully forty per cent. of the plant gages of between 25 per cent, and 3o conflict has been to demonstrate the
per cent ; in the West of Scotland it uselessness of the vote except in times
was idle. At the beginning of 1915,
varies from zo per cent, to 35 per cent., of peace—which are times of compromise.
when our Government became aware of
the facts of the situation with respect to according to the basis of the scale. Such The events of the last year and a half
sections of the workmen as are not have shown that democracy with the
munitions, the demand was for more and
more steel. The tinplate trade and the governed by the scale have had increases coming of a really great danger immeof a somewhat similar amount. In the diately abdicates its powers ; there is no
sheet mill trade became rather busier,
tinplate trade of South Wales, the in- necessity to wrest them from it—it gives
and this from a variety of causes, such
creases vary according to the earnings them up of its own free will, understanding
as the erection of huts and the use of
corrugated sheets, either for building of the men; those miller 20S. per week the impossibility of exercising them.
receiving 55 per cent. The reason for The advocates of political power for
them or roofing them, and then there
this being that those earning these wages women will certainly take that fact into
was the demand for tinplates essential
were either young lads or girls. Between consideration. No doubt they will perto the packing of cooked meats, fruits,
zos. and 3os., so per cent ; 3os. and 4os., sist, and rightly persist, in their demand,
and general equipment of our soldiers,
15 per cent. ; and above 4os., so per but they will realise its comparative
The demand in these directions also came
cent.
from France. As the need tor more and
unimportance.

BACK TO THE LAND, by A. D. Hall, F.R.S.
Mr. A. D. HALL, F.R.S., who here
expresses an opinion about the effect of the
war on Agriculture, is one Of the Develop;went, Commissioners, a body pf men appointed a few years ago to show us how to
makethe very best use of our land and other
natural resources. He gained a wide
knowledge of agriculture while he was
principal of the important South-Eastern
Agricultural College at Wye, Kent, a
position which he left in 19oz to become
Director of the Lawes Experimental Station
at Rothamsted.
WILL tell you what, in' my opinion,
is the danger that we have to insure
against. The danger will come at the
end of the war. What is going to happen
then ? We are going to see a very large
number of men coming back to the
country without employment, and many
of these men will have imbibed a taste for
the open air, and will be expecting to get
taken On to the land. What will they see ?
They will see in many parts of the country
what is little better than ranching going
on—great areas of grass, the cheapest form
of farthing on farms of about three hundred
acres and upWards. They will say : " We
want employment, and these farmers "
(they will not' mince the terms they use
about the farmers) " are holding up the
I

land against us in this kind of way.'
Lots of the men who are fighting in
Flanders and the North of France are
picking up a certain amount of agricultural knowledge, by the way. I was
talking to a man in the train the other
day—a very intelligent man who had
come out of a manufacturing district, but
who had begun to take an interest in
farming because he was billeted upon a
farm. He said to me "I have been
puzzling my head how it is there is no
grass there where we are fighting and it
is all grass round here "—we were travelling up through the Midlands. Men are
asking themselves those questions, and
the danger is that when this agricultural
situation comes at the end of the war, when
we are desperately hard up, when many
of our industries are coming to a sudden
standstill, and men are thrown upon the
country, that some violent action will be
taken. If any sort of plea can then be
made that the present people occupying
the land, the present race of farmers and
landlords, are not making proper use of
it—are ranching, are just skimming
profit off large areas—then I am afraid
that a violent sort of action will be taken
that will work irreparable harm to British
agriculture and the best of our present
race of farmers.

WOMEN AND POLITICS, by Cicely Hamilton
miss CICELY HAMILTON, whose war,. Some millions of young men have
opinion on the effect of the war on" Women
and their Work " appears below, is one of, the
most versatile of those who have devoted
theMselves to the cause of woman's suffrage
and the other movements, for giving greater
freedom to women, -First a journalist and
then an actqss, she has iviitten both books
and plays, among than' being the popular
"Diana of Dobson's," Marriage as a
Trade,".." A Matter of Mpney," etc. Since
the outbreak" of the war Miss Hamilton has
been in. France engaged in nursing the
wounded., . Her. opinion is . not only that
of an educated and .observant tivornan, hut
of one Who possesses an unusual' fund. of
practical
•
EE proportion of married to unmarried women will inevitably suffer
a decrease in the years that follow the

T

already left their bones on the countless
battlefields of Europe ; and that fact
means that a corresponding number of
young women will be debarred from the
exercise of the housekeeping, . hometending industry, Most of these young
women, maids or widows, will be under
the necessity of earning their living—
directly and by their own efforts instead
of indirectly and by means of the work
and wages of a man. The paid labour
market of the near future will see them
forcing an entrance,
And this feminine invasion of the
labour market will be rendered the, more
irresistible by„the fact that women during
the war haVebe0.ijtivitee# hustled
into trades from Which they were forriierly
excluded. In many cases the dividing
line between men's and women's' trades

TRAINING AND SERVICE,
By Sir Oliver Lodge
Sir OLIVER LODGE, whose opinion on
education and the war we are allowed to
quote here, is the Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Birmingham. He is a man
of unusual energy and experience, a man
of the world as well as a scholar, one whose
broad outlook on life has given him a unique
position in the educational world of to-day.
His special subjects of study are electricity
and physical research ; he was a pioneer
of wireless telegraphy.
MOW to continue real education through"- 3- out life, and develop the power of
every human being, or at least to devise
conditions which should not seriously
crush out such development, is a problem
worthy of an exalted patriotism, for
nothing can be more beneficial to the
country. Class misunderstandings and
petty jealousies, perhaps even trade union
rules, stand in the way, and workmen
themselves are often each other's hinderers.
This is a state of things which has grown
up in peace, but the present stress should
bring to an end these sad evidences of
civil war and industrial strife.
When will there be such another opportunity for inculcating the virtue of
patriotism and self-sacrificing devotion
to country, and the duty and nobility of
service of all kinds, as there is now ?
Education for boys who leave theprimary schools is chiefly needed in the
direction of bodily discipline and character
training. Here it is where the essentials
of .a kind of military discipline are so
appropriate. Yet the aim should-. be
much more general than military service.
Imagination is needed to realise the
opportunities for service at ordinary
times, and it is but seldom that they
are looked for. They will not be looked
for, nor thought of, unless something is
done in the direction of disciplinary
bodily training. It must be part of the
education of the ordinary citizen to
recogmse an opportunity, for service in
lfonourable industry, in a life
of creation rather than in a life of destruction, in the arts of peace rather than in
the arts of war.
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Fur Coats & Tam- -Shanters in the Balkan Field

Walter Dunn, aged fourteen, a stowaway with the 1st Canadian Contingent, who
was adopted by them, smuggled to France, was in the fighting at Loos, then reached
Salonika as a stowaway, and is now attached to an A.S.C. camp. Above: Field—
gun practice at Salonika.

In a British trench in the Balkans, where the cold has been intense. The defences of Salonika are being steadily extended ann
strengthened. Three thousand five hundred Serbian refugees are engaged in making new trenches, while British and French
transports continue to land artillery, men, and stores.
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Indo-British Activities in a Remote Asian Area

Striking photographs of Britain's little campaign against the Niohmands, the turbulent Pathan tribe, in the North—West Province
of India. Hindoo signallers " speaking " with flag and heliograph in the British lines near Hafiz Kar, north of the Khyber Pass.

Firing on the rebel Mohmands in open country, prior to
charging them with the bayonet. Right: Repelling a sudden
attack on part of our front. One man is about to fix his bayonet.

An attack in progress near Hafiz Kar, where General Campbell's 1st Division moved out to fight the rebels on September 5th,
1915. The NiohmandA live partly in Afghanistan, partly in independent tribal territory.within the British frontier, and partly in
districtS around Peshawar. They are Mohammedans, and were incited to rise throtitatt Germen influence.
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Egypt Well Prepared Against German Aggression

Regiment of New Zealand- Mounted Rifles on the march. General von der
Goitz was said to be preparing a Turkish army for Egypt—but was this
German bluff for making another determined effort to reach Calais ?

Battery of British field—guns, manned by native artillerymen of our Egyptian Army, in position on the bank of the Suez Canal.
Right: Plank bridge across the irrigation canal near the Australians' camp at the Pyramids. Constructed with empty kerosine
tins lashed between planks, this bridge was actually built and thrown across the canal in a matter of minutes.

Turkish munition and ambulance column journeying to the base, whence the enemy hopes to make a grand attack on Egypt.
On January 23rd the South Africans and the 15th Sikhs routed the enemy in the desert of Western Egypt.

.The War Illustrated, 4th March, 1916.

The Ultimate Extremes in Man killing Machines

British officer instructing African natives in the use of the Maxim gun, The machine-gun has replaced the rifle too great extent
in modern battles. During as, enemy advanGe, the rapid Maxim is the only weapon that can cope with numbers.

Enormous siege weapon being hauled into position. tt is
hardly likely that any defence work could withstand bombardment from a dozen such weapons, which are likely to play an
important part in the near future,

Unquestionably the big gun is the weapon which wail win the
war, and no doubt all the belligerents have concentrated their
energy on devising even more powerful machines than those
used by the Germans at the beginning of the struggle.

A Daughter of France Amid the Ruins of Rheim

It is the women of France who are winning for General Joffre,
It is they who inspire the Poilu to steel his heart against the
"Furor Teutonicus." With the war on the very thresholds of
their homes, the women of France know from tragic experience

that the issue is either victory or death. This photograph shows
a charming French girl who is only contemptuous of German
shells, in spite of the havoc that they have wrought on the
beautiful city of Rheims.
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The valorous Siberian and Turkestan regiments capturing the forts of Erzerum at the point of the bayonet. The advance of these
two regiments over a snow and ice bound plateau, six thousand feet above the sea-level, at a temperature registering fifty degrees—

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXXIV.—The Grand Duke's Hammer Stroke in the Icy Caucasus
INCE January, 1915, when the Russians shattered the whole of the
Ninth and Eleventh Turkish Army
Corps at Sarykamish, so little was heard
from this remote, almost mysterious, area
of the world-war that it had practically
lapsed from public memory. Both belligerents were undoubtedly at a standstill
for nearly a year, until the moment when
the Grand Duke Nicholas became Viceroy
of the Caucasus, and took over the supreme
command of the Russian armies combating the Turks. Aided by General
Januskevitch, his Chief of Staff, he evolved
a brilliant plan of campaign, which was
carried out to the letter by General
Judenich, culminating, with dramatic
suddenness, in the fall of Erzerum, the
old-world capital of Turkish Asia Minor.
The Grand Duke's Plans
Erzerum, like every other fortress
involved in the Great War, was considered
impregnable, and certainly if any place
was naturally strongly situated it was
this ancient city of Armenia. It is
regarded as the key to Eastern Asia Minor,
and as such the Germans in 1910 improved
its fortifications on behalf of the Turks.
Erzerum lies in a hollow of an elevated
plateau fringed with snow-covered peaks.
The nearest important coast town to
Erzerum is Trebizond, on the Black Sea,
about two hundred miles away by the
main road. The possession of this fortress
city, therefore, practically cuts the Turks
off -from communication, Trebizond being
one of the principal ports of Asia Minor,
on the shore of the inland sea,

S

The Grand Duke divided his legions
into three separate columns, operating
independently towards the stronghold, th'e,
northern flank, via Olty, across a plateau
of ice and snow, where the cold was fifty
degrees below zero, the eastern flank
taking the direct and obvious route to the
fortress of Erzerum, via Kars and Sarykamish, and the south-eastern wing
working its way up via Melasghert and
Khnyss Kale. Thus the fortress was all
but enveloped. But the Grand Duke
realised that, under such climatic conditions, a lengthy siege six thousand feet
above the sea-level in midwinter would be
suicidal to any army. Even the ironconstituted Caucasians and Siberians could
not endure the frightful cold for any great
time, and he therefore resolved upon
a lightning offensive, with the object of
shattering the Turkish armies piecemeal.
Lightning Execution
With wonderful dash, which recalls the
strategy of Napoleon's early triumphs, the
south-eastern column fell upon the Ottomans, already half-demoralised by the cold
and the supreme confidence of their
adversaries, driving them out of Melasghert to Mush. This onslaught, violent
and successful as it turned out to be, was
in reality only a feint, the principal
staggering and altogether unexpected
attacks coming from .the north across the
Dumlu Dagh ridges, intersecting the
plateau of eternal snow, while the other
advance was made along the Kars road,
leading dead on to the most formidable
defences of the city facing east.

Enver Pasha, capable leader and ac
complished assassin though he has proved
himself so far to be, was completely
deceived. Knowing the country north of
Erzerum, the endless miles of untrodden
snotv, the Arctic cold, the rugged ridges
rising high above the elevated plateau, the
lack of roads for transport, he counted that
way impassable. Surely the Caucasians
would never attempt to descend on Erzerum across this fearsome white plain of
desolation,- which was, moreover, commanded by a chain of forts.
Avalanche and Blizzard
To the cast of Erzerum, Hasankala and
Koprikeui had been already captured by
the Russians, facilitating the direct
attack on the Deve Boyun forts, and on
February x4th, 1915, after heavy bombardment, the first of these strongholds fell
into our ally's hands.
Meanwhile, with a physical endurance
which would have done credit to the
Eskimos, the Siberian and Turkestan
regiments, in their picturesque Astrakhan
headgear and long flowing redingotes, so
reminiscent of the equipment worn in the
Spanish Peninsular War, advanced slowly
over the Dumlu Dagh ridges, an avalanche
of men swallowed up in an incessant
blizzard. During this amazing march
the whole army was lost sight of for
some time and, fearing unprecedented
disaster, the Commander rapidly sent
reinforcements up from Olty.
By no means disheartened by their
terrible ordeal, these regiments eventually

—below zero is one of the most extraordinary stories of the war. The outstanding feature of this timely Russian triumph was the
rapidity with which the General Staff's plans were carried out; the whole affair lasting only five days.

loomed. up before the northern forts of
Erzerum, black spectres in a winding-sheet
of driven snow. It was but a question of
getting the heavy guns into position
against the Turkish defences protecting the
Dumlu Dagh stretches. How this herculean
task was accomplished will make one of the
finest stories in military history. From that
moment the Turkish Armenian stronghold
was doomed. Once having silenced the forts
on the north side of the city, the more
formidable Deve Boyun strongholds could
be shelled from behind. These were
already being bombarded by frontal
attack along the Kars road,
- So impetuous were the hardy Siberians
that, instead of waiting for the various
forts to be completely reduced, they

charged down in a tempest of steel, and
completed the work of the artillery in a
very determined and sanguinary fashion.

Like a Pack of Cards
The conflict from the moment of the
attack on Melasghert lasted only five clays.
It was estimated that there were soo,000
men, with 467 guns, some of them of-old
calibre, in the advanced forts, 374 guns
in the central forts, and some 200 field
guns. One by one the strongholds fell
before the Russian bombardment and
bayonets, till the last day of the onslaught,
February 16th, when no fewer than seven
hitherto considered impregnable positions
capitulated.
The exact number of guns and prisoners
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Map showing the position of Erzerum, in Asia Minor, and the relative distance of
Trebizond, Constantinople and Bagdad from the fallen fortress. The fall of Erzerum
is likely to have a far—reaching effect on the British Mesopotamian campair.,

captured in the debacle may be calculated
in thousands. Suffice it, that this masterstroke of the Grand Duke Nicholas was
the greatest blow inflicted on the Osman
dynasty since the war began. Even the
fall of Bagdad, city of the Caliphs, could
not have had a more disconcerting effect
on the Turks than this signal triumph.
The outstanding feature of the whole
affair was the speed with which the
plans of the General Staff were put into .
execution. Even under the very best
climatic conditions, the Russians could
not have shown more enthusiasm and
power in attack.- One corps alone is
said to have captured something like
250 guns, and before a Week was completed the Russian left column had
forced its way down as far as Mush and
Akhlat, carrying both places by assault,
the former town being - 75 miles south of
Erzerum. Undoubtedly great credit for
the success of the operation devolves
upon General Judenich, Chief, under the
Grand Duke, of the Caucasian. Army.
He is much beloved by his men, and is
appropriately nicknamed " the general on
the go." • He knows the Caucasus region
as fully as Hindenburg knew the Masurian
Lakes on the Eastern Front.

The Psychological Stroke
The vigorous offensive of the Grand
Duke, following up his success as far as the
shore of Lake Van, diverted Turkish forces
from Mesopotamia, thereby relieving
-pressure -on the British armies there, and
doubtless disorganised other - TeutonTurkiSh plans in the East. General von
der Goltz, the German military pedagogue, with his assistant, Liman von
Sanders, has long dreamt of an invasion of
Egypt, but the fall of Erzerum should
sound the death-knell to those loudlyadvertised and greatly-cherished designs
of- the Mailed Fist stretching east.
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Great Guns to the Firing-line by Powerful Crane—

The monotony of trench warfare can only be realised by those
who have done duty underground for many weeks "when there
is nothing to report," so to speak. Mountain warfare, however,
though quite as protracted, is unique in the excitement and
exhilaration afforded to participants. Imagine this' enormous

piece of Italian ordnance swinging across a yawning Alpine
chasm, attached by steel hawsers to a powerful crane. In this
way much of the Italian mountain artillery has been lifted
into almost inaccessible positions from which theAustrian forts
could be shelled with the greatest possible effect.

—Wounded Men Return by Wire Thr U h Space

On the facing page appears a photograph of Italian Alpini
hauling a heavy gun up to a mountain peak by means of a
crane. In a similar manner wounded gunners, after having
been temporarily treated, are sent down to a base on a wire.
Placed on a stretcher, so designed to keep horizontal, the

wounded are rapidly sent from place to place, To carry an
injured man down some of the dangerous precipitous passes
of the Alpine war zone would be impossible, and no safer,
quicker, or more ingenious method could be devised than
that shown at work in the above illustration.
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Russians in the Wes A Romance of the War

The broad French highway in the Meuse sector. A nurrber of transport waggons were drawn up under cover of a hill, and a troop
of trench—worn warriors are on their way to the base. The picture has a true atmosphere of ceaseless preparation and endeavour.

These two Russian soldiers were captured on the east front,
and sent to the west to dig German trenches, but managed to
escape to the French lines.

Group of Slav prisoners who were employed by the Germans,
but who succeeded in escaping tothei r French allies, from whom
they received a warm welcome.

Vombardiers i he making. This is not a battle picture, but was taken at a training school in France where young soldiers aro
taught to throw grenades and experience the shocks of bomb explosions.
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Sturdy Slav Soldiers From Riga to Erzerum

Russian field—gun detachment in the Riga region,
including a youthful Muscovite, who looks distinctly
debonair with his cap cocked over his right ear.
There is a strong strain of the Mongol type about
these soldier subjects of the Tsar.

happiest event of the winter campaign is
TIMundoubtedly
the fall of Erzerum. By losing
this fortress, together with hundreds of guns and a
large number of men, the Turks have sustained
their severest blow since the war-began. Grand Duke
Nicholas has once more proved a supreme strategist,
end in pushing his armies on to Mush he has con- .
solidated the victory. Russia now holds Arnienja
and all the roads to the Black Sea, and this should
have a tremendous political effect in the East.
From the two photographs, the Russian of the
north seems a strikingly divergent type from his
brother of the Caucasus. Whereas the northerner
seems almost Mongolian, the southerner has a
peculiarly Latin appearance.

Turkish prisoners taken in the fighting round Erzerum going into captivity
under a Russian guard. The cold in the Caucasus was Intense, and these
hardy Orientals have the appearance of Polar explorers.

Splendid types of Caucasian soldiers in their picturesque uniforms. Ammunition is all that these soldiers receive from the
Russian Government, but in return for their services they are given so many acres cf land for farming purposes.

Keep Your Eye On Ypres!
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKEJ'VZIE
EOPLE who wish to appreciate what is happening
along the western front, and what may happen,
would be well advised to keep their eyes on the
Ypres salient.
In October, 1914, in the great fighting that followed
the orders of the Kaiser to reach Calais at all costs,"
the centre of battle was the old town of Ypres, in Belgium.
Ypres was the last of the great towns of Belgium left to
he Allies. It was the ancient capital of West Flanders,
once a great commercial and manufacturing centre, with
many of its architectural glories still remaining. Its
population of two hundred thousand had declined to less
than eighteen thousand. Wars, sieges, popular uprisings,
and the plague had, in the course of centuries, swept over
it. It had come to be a somewhat sleepy lace-making
centre, glorified by an old cathedral and a magnificent
Cloth Hall, the most splendid building of its kind in Belgium.
It would have been hard to realise, when curious tourists
wandered through its streets in the early summer of 1914,
that here was to be the heart of the Anglo-German conflict.
A Link With Civilisation
Everyone knows how the tremendous attack of October.
1914, was foiled, after perhaps the most desperate fighting
the world has witnessed. A little British army, almost
exhausted by many weeks of continuous hard fighting,
beat back tho German invaders, at least five times superior
in numbers.- When, in November, 1914, the German
attack ended Ypres still remained in our hands, the head
of our Flanders front.
During the winter of 1914-15 Ypres was a kind of Mecca
to our troops. Many of the inhabitants -who had fled
during the autumn battle now returned. Shopkeepers
took down their shutters. Ladies opened tea houses and
restaurants. The soldier in the wet and muddy trenches
regarded a visit to Ypres as a glimpse of heaven. Here
lie could get a hot bath; he could go into comfortable
rooms for tea ; he could find a warm bed to sleep in. The
Gel-mans occasionally shelled the place, it is true, but
no one particularly heeded that. The Ypreois had become
hardened to shells. And as winter merged into spring
he hopes of the people rose high. The great allied advance
was soon to begin, Before many weeks Ypres wcfuld be
out of the danger zone, for the enemy would be flung
far back.
The City of Lost Souls
„Then one afternoon in April, 1915, the great blow fell.
There had been unusually heavy shelling for some days.
Suddenly hell seemed let loose. Monster guns opened
out in a rain of death, big 17 in. shells that made a crater
in the earth when they exploded, 12 in. shells, " Grannies,"
" Mothers," and "Coal Boxes." Amid the overwhelming
din the people rushed from their houses almost distraught.
Turcos, fleeing from Langemarck to the back of the town
proclaiming that all was lost, increased the confusion.
Mothers grasped their babies and ran • men tore away ;
those who waited to take anything with them died, and
many of those who fled were struck down on the way.
Ypres became the city of death.
Again came another German attack, an attack lasting
several weeks, with the one primary aim to take Ypres.
In the first onrush the Canadians saved the day for us.
Then other troops came up, and a fight even more costly
and strenuous than the earlier battle for the place followed.
Once more we held it, but at the end of the struggles Ypres
stuck out as a big, salient, running into the German front.
On three sides the Germans surrounded it. From three
sides they could pour their fire into it. We held on, but
only " by the skin of our teeth ! " Not without reason
old iers named the place the " bloody salient," for every
field of it has been drenched with the blood of brave men.
Think of the names of the places around it—Hill 6o,
Hooge, Zonnebeke, St, Kloi, Dickebuscla, and St. Julien !
From one side the heights of Messines menace it. Nearly
three-quarters of a circle of German positions, backed by
strong artillery, heap their fires upon it.

Why have the German General Staff shed so much
blood to secure it ? Why do they mean to make another
great endeavour to capture it ? There are two reasons.
The first is political. It was the Kaiser's intention to
announce the annexation of Belgium from the ancient
cathedral of Ypres. He could then claim that practically
all Belgium was in his hands, for even though we still held
Furnes, that town would count for little. Secondly, Ypres
is the centre of the high roads to the west. The great
avenues from the country all around meet here. The
Germans must take Ypres if they are to push on to.Calais.
At the moment of writing many signs indicate that
the GermanS will make another attempt. Since May last
year they have kept up a continuous struggle around the
Ypres salient. When I was in the town last autumn it
received regular "morning and afternoon strafes," and
b in between. In December it
occasional bombardments
was subjected to terrific fire, and when I last saw the place,
a few- days ago, it seemed as though the Gentians were
determined not to leave one stone standing upon another.
Day and night the deserted town, still standing whitestoned against the winter sky, was being pelted with shells
of every kind.
Why We Hold On to Ypres
From the point of view of military strength, Ypres is
to-day a weakness rather than a strength to us. From
the point of view of prestige, its occupation is invaluable.
But our only certain defence of Ypres can be an advance
on its flanks, that will give us the possession of Messines.
To ensure the possession of Ypres we need to occupy the
land to the south of it, making the Ypres-Lille Canal our
front to the River Lys. An advance like this on our side
would be the first step towards the capture of Lille, and
the capture of Lille would mark the beginning of the end.
The much-vaunted capture by the Germans of one . of
our trenches on the Ypres salient is regrettable but not
vital, and nothing like vital. But it would be foolish to
shut our eyes to the .fact that any trench lost along this
exiguous and dangerous zone must count for more _than
it would in most other parts.
The German late winter advance on the British front
is likely to come just around this spot. It is now. 'acing
preceded by heavy artillery duels. The Germans arc
malting various attacks, some of them apparently - very
foolish. The purpose of these is probably to -try to induce
us to .reveal our positions, and to indicate the strength
of our artillery. Farmers familiar with West Flanders
say that the weather begins to be better and the land
more dry at the beginning of March. When the weather
improves we may look for the full development of the
German move.
Ready fer Anything
" Are we to u-alt until the Germans attack us ? What
are our armies going to do ? " I hear some ask. I would
reply to them in an old Scots phrase, `` Dinna fash yersel' ! "
Don't worry ! Our military plans in the west are in very
good hands. We have taken full advantage of the winter.
If the Germans win any great success along this front, I
shall be greatly surprised. If we do not do something
more than hold our own, there will be genuine reason for
wonder.
What the stay-at-home public want to realise is that
it will be a fight, not -a walk-over for either side. We
cannot place any weight on tales of German unpreparedness
or exhaustion. The Germans have built up formidable
defences here, and they are strong for either defence or
attack. The fighting here must be costly. It may well
be that for a time victory at particular points will seem
to incline first to one side, then to another. There will
be little cause for anxiety in this. For unless our plans
have gone very much astray, we ought to be able to fling
in the most enormous stock of munitions, and constant
supports of men. And the last battalions thrown on this
point will bring victory.

The pain of war amid the restful silence of a French wood. A sentry, discovered wounded at his post, being carried to a dressing-station.

The label of honour. Frenchmen, slightly wounded and wearing the offic'a "wound tickets," walking from the, trenches to a
hospital behind the lines. Right: A moment of tension. The bugle about to sound the charge in a French trench manned by
United States Legionaires—who are not "too proud to fight,"
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Out-of-the-Way Films From the French Front

Bird—cages, wickerchairs, and baskets, made by French soldiers during their rest
from the trenches. Two pigeons can be discerned on the cage roof.

Stone—built coke furnace which serves as a crematorium in a certain section of the French front. Right: Paper—knives made by
French infantrymen from the heads of 77 mm. shells. Above : Anything to relieve the monotony of warfare is welcome in the French
trenches. Some of our allies interested in the antics of a mascot blackbird.

French soldiers constructing a peculiar form of wooden trap, from the branches of trees, used in the trenches to impede German charges.
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Theatricals Behind the nes & Prison Walls

The drama at the front. Queue of French soldiers waiting for admittance to a " show " behind the lines. The theatre is • an old
shell-wrecked farm building, and the posters and props alike are the work of local talent. Among the amusing notices on the walls is one which reads, " Counterfeit money taken here."

A little tragedy in the greattragedy. Dramatic-perfoiviiiite given bit peigiaa 4Pi=lionere- interned iit-ATnibero; la°a.varia. The
audience and orchestra, as well as the cast; consisted of allied war prisoners. In view of the amatenrlsh material_available,
talent of the actors and the scenery may be counted a very distinct subteen.
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Sea Power and the Fall of Erzerum

By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N, M.P.

1‘, HEN a great fortress which has
been modernised under German
direction Since lot o falls by
assault in five, days, although it was of
overwhelming importance to the joint
plans of Germany and Turkey that it
should hold out, it is reasonable to look
for other., contributory causes, besides
those of splendid generalship and the
morale of the at*.cking army.
From time to time attention has been
drawn to theapffect that the destruction
of Turkey's sea transport in- the Black
Sea and the. Sea of Marmara must have
on the supplies of her armies, just as the
more rigorous operation of the blockade,
cutting off all supplies, constrained the
movements of the Southern armies to
-their doom in tie - American Civil War.
It was the good fortune of the Russians
is the Black Sea that there was no neutral
::hipping to replace what had belonged
to Turkey. Some day we may hope
that sea-power will be unshackled in the
i,eist to carr', out a real blockade of the
Germanic Empires, leaving theth to feed

V
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the smaller port of Riza, whence a
road to Erzerum was being constructed
by the Turks some years ago, It is unique
on this malarial coast in being very
healthy, while the neighbourhood is a
good source of supply.
SeYen miles farther west of Trebizond
is another port, Platana, or one hundred
miles coasting from Batum. The
steamers that used to call on these ports
were chiefly dependent on the sailing
sl=ipping which has suffered so severely
from Prince Troubitzkov's Russian deTrebizond was in telegraphic
stroyers.
communication with both Erzerum and
Constantinople.
\t hen the Ice Breaks
The victory has come at a time when the
Black Sea will be opening to shipping
everywhere, except by the Turkish door
through the - Dardanelles and Bosphorus.
Now is not the time for repining over
those small Powers' barred doors which
block us in the Sound, the Scheldt, and
the 'Dardanelles, except to make up our

With the British ilea in the Mediterranean. A 4.7 in. naval gun engaging an
enemy submarine which was bent upon mischief of real military value for cnce.
on their own resources • and though we
can never recover the lost time, I do not
doubt the assistance that will thereby
be rendered to the armies in the
field.
Now, at Erzerum the Ru-ssians were
about seventy-five miles fiorn their railiiead, and the Turks by road sea en times
as far from the railway terminus of
Angora. The nearust point of the completed
s section of the Bagdad Railway was
certainly, closet than Angora, but great
obstacles of mountain ranges intervened.
Importante of Trebizond
These facts caused the Turks to depend,
as in the past, on the great Black Sea port
of Trebizond, about two hundred miles
away by road. The only rival of this
place is th6 great Russian oil port of
Batum, . with railway aecommodation,
and between them they divide much of
the trade of Europe with Persia. Coasting from Batum, it is ninety-three miles
to Trebizond ;. but before ono gets there,
or about two-thirds the distance, there

minds that after this war all sea defences
shall be razed.
By the end of February in the Black
Sea the short spell of ice barriers in the
north usually unlocks. It may be as well
to put on record the ice conditions for the
Russian commercial harbour at Odessa.
and for the Danube navigation at the
mouths eighty to ninety-five miles away,
since Odessa is a fairly good datum as
to when Russia will be free to use her
maritime advantages to the full.
In 1911 the block extended from
January 19th to February 28th, .and the
Danube navigation was reopened on
February 24th. In 19r0 there occurred
a very severe winter, and, while the
Danube was reopened on March 7th,
Odessa was not freed of ice until April.
These conditions were, however, very
abnormal. In loon both Odessa and the
Danube were open all the time. In 1908
Odessa was opened on February zoth,
and the Danube on March 31st.
We arc now on the eve of a period when
Russia is free to do much effective work

by using her Navy and mercantile marine.
If, as is generally assumed, the Turks
will retreat so as to be nearer the railway
than the Russians, then the latter will
find the reinforcements and supply of
their forces by the ports along the Black
Sea coast a very useful expedient if they
possess sufficient shipping for their purposes: This shepherding from the sea is
the more necessary since Erzerum possesses all its natural strength as against
an attack from the eastward, and not
from the west.
An endeavour will undoubtedly be
made on the part of the Turks to retrieve
the situation, and this must be met by
advancing as quickly as possible to secure a
strong defensive line. The farther the
Russians get from their railhead the more
will they depend on the sea and the series
of ports along the coast from Trebizond
to Sinope, according to the distance they
advance in the course of 1916.
Now, the one lesson of the war has been
for all the resources of the Allies to contribute to the simultaneous offensive
and it is certain that we do not do so, nor
do we enhance our prestige, which counts
for so much in the East, by sitting down
in Egypt. The problem, therefore, before
the War Councils in Paris, London and
Rome- is the one of pressing forward •so
that Germany can afford no relief to
Turkey, while the latter is unable to concentrate against the Grand Duke's army.
The Greatest Problem
We have to survey the situation as a
whole, with due regard not merely to
strategical and tactical factors, but also
to the health of the country in which our'
troops will be forced to act, and to the
ominous state of affairs in the shipping
trade which has induced Mra Runciman
to say that the shipping problem is the,
greatest economic problem of the clay.
It is, however, also the greatest military
problem in regard to the neutral as well.
Why should the neutral ship be allowed
to profit by the splendid efficiency of our
Navy, and smuggle goods through
Denmark and Holland ? If there had
been such neutral shipping and territory
to do similar offices for the-Turkish Army,
the Russians would have had a much more
difficult task. What is still more wonderful is that the very German mines and
submarines discriminate in favour • of
those neutral ships who do this work for
Germany, while the Norwegians, who
do not, lose ship after ship.
Control Co -ordination
The dice are loaded very heavily against
us this way. Slay we not vary the
metaphor, and say the sands have all but
run out, and at last are are going to act
The resources of the country have
necessarily been devoted to war, With the
result that there has not been anything
like the normal output of new ships to
replace those which have fallen victims
to the enemy. They war's demands grow,
and the scarcity of ships is a limitation to
the full exercise of our maritime power. For this reason, pleas have been put
forward for a more businesslike use-of the
ships. For this reason we asked months
ago for Japanese small fighting craft,
destroyers and trawlers, to be sent to the
Mediterranean to help to hunt submarines.
Again, for this reason we pleaded for Unity
of control under British direction for all
the allied small- craft.
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Britain's Roil of Honoured Dead

Brig.-Gen. W. 3. St. J.
HARVEY, Black Watch.

Capt. J. D. WALSH,
2nd S. African Infantry.

Capt. H. B. 1ViUDIE,
Remount Service.

Capt. and Adjt. WARD,
5th Norfolk Regt.

Lieut. the Hon. M. H. N,
HOOD, R.N.V.R,

Lieut. J. A. COWIE,
R.N.R.

Lieut. W. C. MAYO,
9th Sherwood Foresters.

Lieut. E. M. HARPER,
7th Royal Munster Fusiliers.

Lieut. B. E. HICKS,
8th Royal Berks Regt.

Lieut. S. R. V. TRAVERS,
7111 Royal Munster Fusiliers.

Sub.-Lieut. W. V. GILBERT,
Royal Naval Division.

Brigadier-General W. J. St. John Harvey died of wounds received in action in Mesopotamia. He saw long service with the Black Watch and was at most of the engagements in the Doer War, being wounded at Magersfontein. Later he went to Egypt and
was appointed to the command of a brigade in September. 19)5.
Captain and Adjutant Edward Martyr Ward was one of the lost legion of Norfolks,
whose heroism on Gallipoli is one of the epics of the war. Lieutenant the Hon. Maurice
Hood, killed in action on Gallipoli, was the only surviving son of Viscount and Viscountess
Bridport. He was gazetted lieutenant in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, his seniority
being dated February 28th, 1915.
Lieutenant the Hon. William Lionel Charles Walrond, M.P., died from tubercular larnygitis contracted on active service. He was the younger and only surviving son of Lord
\Lateran. and was private secretary to his father when Chief Unionist Whip. In 1906 he
was elected in the Unionist interest for the 'Tiverton Division.
Lieutenant James A. Cowie was a shipmaster when he joined the Navy on the outbreak
of war. For some time he was On duty in the -North Sea, but was transferred to the Engliele
Channel, and subsequently went to the Mediterranean to command a patrol
ship was reported missing. and has now been given up for lost. Lieut. Cowie was regarded
as a skilled officer and had received official recognition for bravery on duty.

Lt. Hon. W. L. C. WALROND,
M.P., A.S.C.

Lieut. C. B. MUNRO,
13th Royal Scots.

Lieut, H. B. L. HINDE.
3rd Somerset L.I.

Sec.-Lieut. A. S. BAXTER,
Sec.-Lt. W. J. MeCONNOCHIE
Lieut. E. E. EARLY,
18th Middlesex Regt.
Royal Flying Corps.
5th Lincoln Regt.
Portraits by Lassano, Elliott & fry, Lafayette, Brooke Hughes, Russell.

Lieut. E. G. WILLIAMS,
2nd Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. G. E. TRACEY,
9th Devonshire Regt.

Lieut. J. P. PHILLIMORE,
6111 The Buffs.

See.-Lient. G R. A. CASE,
3rd Lanes Regt.
. .
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Cross Currents in the Air Question
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
HE question of building British
airships is eclipsed at the present
moment 'by the Air Muddle question, for recent events, including sundry
airship raids, have- exposed the hopeless
state of muddle existing in our lack of
arrangements for aerial defence. Mr.
Joynson-Hicks has exposed the lack of
anti-aircrait guns along our coasts, just
where Zeppelins fly lowest, and are most
easily hit. Mr. Tennant, Under-Secretary
for War, has admitted that our aeroplane
supplies are inadequate. Mr. Samuel
has stated now,_, alter eighteen months
of war, that we are going to have, some
time in the future, a proper system of
inter-communication between defensive
air stations and a central control station,
at the price: of cutting off the public
from the use of the telephone system
while raids are in progress, just when
anxious people want to find out whether
those dear to them are safe,
The'Eimple Solution
Mr. Balfour has again admitted, in ne w
words, that he is a child in these matters.
Sit Percy Scott is a kind of shuttlecock
between the War Office and the Admiralty,
and is likely to be swamped in the
middle of Whitehall unless one of these
cl partments provides a lodging for him
and his guns. Would anyone have
believed it possible that the air defence of
this country could be in such a muddle
alter eight years of warning and eighteen
months of war in the air ? Yet the solution of all these difficulties is perfectly
simple- if only the whole organisation of
aerial defence and offence is put into the
hands of one capable man, and if the Navy
and Army are- allowed to look after the
seaplanes and, aeroplanes which they need
for their respective jobs. The proposed

T

Air Ministry need not interfere in the least
with the two existing Services. The air
defence of this country can be tackled
quite separately.
Arguments Against Airships
There seems to be the making of a
very pretty argument just at present
between the advocates of airships and
those who pin their faith to aeroplanes.
Those who claim to be the highest
authorities on all questions of aircraft—
namely, the staff of the Royal Aircraft
Factory, their associates of the National
Physical Laboratory, and the " technical
experts who compose Lord Rayleigh's
committee "—seem• to be of the opinion
that large airships can have no great future
after the aeroplane has developed into a
twenty-four-hour or fifty-hour flying
machine, and that they can have no prospect of being useful to the British cause
within the expected duration of the present
war.
Having fought for an adequate supply
of aeroplanes when these same " experts "
wanted to spend money on airship experiments, I am naturally not prejudiced
in favour of airships ; nevertheless I am
forced to admit that the airship advocates,
who include some of the most long-headed
and experienced officers of the Navy and
Army, have a number of good arguments
on their side. The chief reason for opposing
the building of airships in the past three or
four—or even five—years was the fact that
the amount of money which the Government was prepared to spend on all sorts of
aircraft was just enough to experiment
with a few aeroplanes, and not enough to
build and experiment with one decent
airship. Remember that, at the beginning
of the war, the Royal Flying Corps could
not raise one hundred aeroplanes which

were fit for active service, and remember
that a hundred aeroplanes cost about half
as much as a Zeppelin, and you will see the
soundness of the argument. If the airship
people had had their way we-should, on that
line of reasoning, have had half a Zeppelin,
instead of the few aeroplanes which saved
the British Army at Mons. That reason
for " scrapping " airships no longer holds
good, and there are good reasons_ now for
having airships.
In Favour of Dirigibles
The aeroplane which can fly for twentyfour or fifty hours—as prophesied by
the " experts "—is still a long way from
existing as a practical vehicle. True one
Gernian pilot has flown for twenty-four
hours and ten minutes without stopping,
and several others have flown for fourteen
or fifteen, or eighteen hours, but their
machines were simply flying petrol-tanks ;
they had no power to spare to lift bombs
or guns capable of destroying airships, and
their speed was much slower than that of
any decent airship.
It seems unlikely that the airship 'will
be put out of existence yet awhile by
aeroplanes, which are capable of going up
in the evening and of patrolling over cities
till daylight as an anti-airship guard.
On the other hand, there are certain officers
who know enough about airships to be
able to turn out something capable of
tackling a hostile Zeppelin. if they are
allowed to spend money freely in building
the types they wish.
It seems well worth while to let those who
know most about airships go ahead with
their work with all possible speed. Even
in time of peace airships will have their uses,
for there is some satisfaction in being able to
float peacefully if an engine stops, instead
of being compelled to come down.

British anti—aircraft quick—firers shelling Taubes from armoured cars in a French village behind the lines. This illustration,
frOin a sketch made during a raid, shows two enemy aeroplanes being driven off. At no great distance front- the firing=line the
French peasants, as can be seen, still continue their farm work.
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Wrecked Aeroplanes and A chies' East and West

German biplane brought down by the French near Salonika. The machine was practically undamaged, and is under inspection
by French officers near General Headquarters. Heavy rains have been prevalent in Macedonia to judge by the state of this roadway.

British anti-aircraft guns, or "Archies," mounted on "General" omnibus
chassis. These weapons have proved very effective against marauders.

Prince Alexander of Teck watching a hostile aeroplane through glasses in trenches near the Tsar.

4 n•

Wreckage of a Serbian aeroplane left in an Albanian mountain pass. Doubtless a relic of the great retreat, the pilot having
destroyed the mechanism before abandoning the aeroplane through lack of petrol.

SOME OF THE WOMEN BEHIND THE GUNS.—" Ministering angels to the Ministry
of Munitions," as they have been called, comprising representatives of every social grade.
in this striking illustration a number are `assembling " fuses. The work of making and
testing shell—fuses is so admirably suited to them that the machinery in the majority of

fuse—making factories is " manned" entirely by women. In addition, women's labour is
employed in ether work of very diversified character in munition shops. After the war
the view—point of old—fashioned folk, who think that such—and—such a thing " cannot be done
by women," will need readjusting. Britain's necessity has proved women's opportunity.

11th March, 1916,
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A PICTURE RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

COWARDLY " KULTUR."—A favourite ruse of the treacher—
ously—inclined Hun is to hide behind a comrade who apparently
is surrendering himself prisoner. With rifle ready and loaded,
he is able to take in cold blood the life of the hesitant Briton.
This cowardly conduct occurred recently during a Canadian

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

night attack on the Prussian Guard. Fortunately the Maple
Leaf man was too quick for the Prussians, and managed to
get a revolver " bull " and bayonet thrust in first. In this
engagement the Canadians took the enemy by surprise, and
succeeded in wreaking considerable damage with bombs.

T h e TV ar Ill ust rat ed , 11th 3I ar eh 1916.

FRENCH TROOPS ADVANCING TO A COUNTER—ATTACK.--After exploding a number
of land—mines at a certain point along the French front recently, detachments of infantry
received orders to occupy a number of positions from which they could launch a strong
9auttter-attack against the Germans.. This, one of the most striking photographs yet

obtained in the zone of fire, shows the advance, at the double, of the first detachment. In
the foreground is the second detachment, awaiting the command to advance and play
its part on the colossal chess—board of war. All the men are wearing their steel helmets
and respirators, in anticipation of a aas—attack by the checkmated Huns.

Vie liar Illustrated, lit7 'arch, 1916,
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The Meanin a of Verdun
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
AM writing this article at en hour avhcn the fate of
Verdun still hangs in the balance, It has frequently
been maintained in these pages during the past few
months that a big Getman offensive would take place in
the west,' and would be timed to commence before our
own spring campaign could opeti: The thing has happened
as anticipated. The Germans have once more acted on
their established rule to hit that, and to hit as hard as
they can. It is a very sound rule, too.
The idea that the western situation had resolved itself
into a deadlock, and that stultified armies would vainly,
face each other there unable to move—while the war
developed and was decided upon the Russian and southeastern fronts—has been exploded once for all. There were
many weighty arguments that the main spring move would
be against Russia. The reasons on the other side seemed
to me overwhelming, and so in truth they have proved.

I

Woof's Bureau at Work
Writing in the most critical hour of the greatest battle
the world has ever known, it would be foolish to forecast
a result which may be known to all of my readers before
this article is published. But it is already possible to
draw some clear lessons from the early stages of the Battle
of Verdun.
This battle has given the final lie to the belief that the
German Army has lost its power, and that it is far less
efficient, less confident, or less thoroughly equipped than
it was two years ago. 'N. number of people in this country
have, during the past few months, carefully circulated
every possible rumour against the German Army. We
have heard that it is now recruited with cripples, youths,
and old men, with lads of sixteen, and sexagenarians.
These rumours have probably been spread from Berlin

itself, deliberately spread with the idea of causing us to
underestimate the enemy. As one Tommy said after a
stiff fight, " If these are the cripples and the old men,
wonder what their able-bodied men are like ± " We have
to face the fact that our enemy this year is better prepared
from a military point of view for the campaign ahead than
ever before. lie is strong in numbers, and his men are
obsessed with assurance of victory.
Deadlock Fallacy Dispelled
The second lesson is that trench war, as developed
nowadays, need not necessarily end in a deadlock. During
the winter months most soldiers have keenly debated
among themselves the question whether, granted any
superiority in numbers, it would be possible for an army
to penetrate far into the enemy's fully entrenched lines.
It is easy enough to capture the first lines of trenches.
The real problem comes in capturing the great gun positions
behind. It seemed to many that so terrific a'tire could be
concentrated upon any point that an attacking army
must be swept out of existence while attempting to cover
the distance, possibly from one to two miles, between the
front trenches and the main gun positions.
Verdun has shown that annihilation need not follow.
The German armies have advanced, at the time of writing,
at least four miles at various points from the original front
trench line. That is to say, they have not only captured
the front French trenches, but they have captured whole
lines of artillery positions behind. The cost has, of course,
been tremendous, but the thing has been done. The
French expected a German attack, and had prepared for it.
They had munitions in plenty, and doubtless they had also
all manner of carefully concealed gun positions. And yet,
[Continued on, page 77
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The War Illustratta
The French Champagne bombardment in September, 1915, was only strategic as compared with the German attack on
Verdun in February, 1916. The above map shows the environment of this, the latest, great German offensive on the west
front. The most sanguinary fighting took place at Douaumont and the Poivre Hills to the north—east of the stronghold proper.

IN THE FRENCH FIRING—LINE WHEN "LIVELINESS" IS LULLED.—Pleasant
effect, as of a peaceful rural garden, in a French firing trench where a rustic stairway
marks a rambling, passage to the next trench, built on a higher level. Right; In a

strongly—fortified first—line trench on the ' French front. Above the earthworks piles
of sandbags afford additional protection from enemy "hate." The two steel—capped
watchers are peering through periscopes for movements in the German lines.
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Headquarters of one of the-French divisions tudablished in a strongly fortified cellar near the firing—line. Staff officers, some of
whom are wearing the steel calque, are busy working out some military problem.

_equipped with an 1S-pounder gun; a siege-gun weighs its
THE MEANING OF VERDUN 1""c,'",i7,d1,„,7"
shell by the hundredweight or ton ; that will show the
in the face of it all, the Germans advanced from point _difference between the calibre then and now. The Germans
after- .point until brought to a - pause at this moment before kept up what-was considered then an almosteoverwhelming
the Douaumont ridge.
bombardment.. They fired- on an- average, from thirty to
-How has this been. done ? Again we are able to supply forty shots every minute. -Now we fire more in a second.
the answer.eyen before the detailed accounts arrive from Many of their shells were incendiary, and set parts of the
the front. The German victory is due in part to the town on - fire.- Verdun was driven to surrender.
-reckless courage of the _regiments that attacked. It is
Whatever may be the result of the siege of Verdun
useless to ignore this, point, even - though these men are to-day, the proOf afforded by the early operations—that
our enemies. But the advance - was mainly due, not to it is possible to break through the enemy trenches—is of
the charges of the infantry, but to effects Of artillery fire. the greatest importance to us. In the long lines of the
Hurricane of High Explosives
west the French and British armies far outnumber the
The Germans had clearly been - preparing for mouths, at Germans. Did trenches constitute a final barrier, then
this point, a force of artillery and a stock of munitions /,003,00o men, French, British and Bellan, would be
unparalleled in the history of war. A little while, ago a held up impotently along a line of five hundred
°
miles while
high French officer declared that, if necessary, France the fame of the world was decided on the eastern and
would hurl a million shells on every kilometre of the south-eastern fronts. - But it is not to be so.
German lines and wipe them out. Germany did what
What the Verdun Attack Proves
France had threatened to do. The front French lines were
At Vealun., Germany picked one of the strongest points
simply wiped out by the fire from guns and howitzers of
even/ size, from the 42 cm. downwards. The French of the French lines ; she attacked where an attack would
troops in the front lines clung to -their positions with the seem most difficult, and advanced, Our armies, in the
utmost gallantry so long as it was possible. But gallantry weeks that are- ahead, will attack, too. They will find
counts for little against 4:.? cm.'s filled with high ex ilosives. their best points, and in driving through them may well
While the front lines were thus being flattened out' by this hope to make many of the enemy's present positions
appalling rain of. death, the heavier gun positions in the impossible. The German advance - at Verdun has finally
rear were themselves the mark of a still more formidable proved that we ought to be able in this spring' campaign to
German fire. It was the greater concentration of guns- at make our numerical . superiority tell against the enemy.
this point that made the German advance, such as it was, It is proved that trenches and trench defences are bound
to disappear before adequate gun fire and shell supplies.
possible.
It may well happen now, as we all hope it may, that
Compare this for the moment with the attack on -Verdun
a little over forty-five years ago, October, I87o, when the the French,- driven hack upon their greater hill positions,
city was last besieged by the Germans. The Germans at can from them first hold up the enemy and then launch -a
this time attacked; not from many miles away, but planted tremendous counter offensive. Such a move may succeed,
their - batteries a few hundred yards from the city -walls. or it may not, but somewhere along the lines a counter
They opened fire, not with thousands of guns as now, but offensive must be made, and is bound to succeed if launched
with forty-eight guns—I2-pounders and 24-pounders. I promptly, pushed with stern resolution, backed by adequate
may mention here that an ordinary field battery to-day is forces; and carried to the - ultimate point-

The War Illustrated, 11th March, 1916.
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That Break-the-Ice Spirit will Break the Huns !

Transport waggons partially snowed up near a British camp in Flanders, where there have been severe snowstorms recently.
But the almost Arctic weather has been" enjoyed" in fine sporting spirit by our fighting men.

Striking proof, of the hardihood of Britain's Spartan soldiers in Flanders. A " washing parade," at which the men, but scantily
clad, are indulging in their early morning ablutions on the snow—covered bank of an icy stream near the camp.

Yalta 79
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On Guard Against Treachery near Salonika

Enemy sharpshooters captured by the French near Salonika.
Right: Greek priest chatting with allied soldiers.

By underground from a British base camp to the firing-line
trenches in the Balkans.

Sergeant examining one of the passes necessary for those who wish to use the roads adjacent to the British positions outside
Salonika. Right: Greek patrol escorting Bulgarian deserters to Salonika. The effect of the fall of Erzerum has been great
throughout the Balkans, and it is stated that the enemy has abandoned the plan of attacking Salonika.

The War illustrated, 11th March, 1916.
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Greek Friendliness at Four Francs a ay

Grecian workmen help.:nn ta stack hay for the Allies on thequay
at Salonika at four francs a day. Left: French and Greek
sentries on guard at a railway bridge over the Vardar, near
Salonika.

Greek civilians digging trenches for the French in the lines outside Salonika. Though remaining neutral, the Greeks have Royal
sanction for aiding the Allies. On February 24th King Constantine telegraphed to General Nloschopoulos, Commander of the
Greek Third Army Corps, ordering him to settle all differences with the allied armies and to afford them facilities required.
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Enter the Russians in the Balkan Arena

Russian sailor and a British Tommy. They need
not know the " lingo " in order to fraternise,

Russians placing their kits on the grass after a long march. Their uniforms,
with the exception of the topboots, are not unlike those of the British.

Russian sailors, after the occupation of a Levantine fort, having piled their kits, I
are about to go on a few hours restful reconnaissance. In the background some
British soldiers are contemplating their new allies in the Balkan field.

More types of Russian Marines at a Levantine fort. Does this, prelude any
concentration of Slav forces in the Near East?

Russian Marines with kits on Greek territory,
after the sinking of the transport Norseman,

The War Illustrated, 11th March, 1916.
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Slays Push on to Cities of Immortal Romance

Picturesque Russian camp on the snow—covered ranges near
Erzerum. After the fall of the forts and town, the Turks were
steadily driven southwards and westwards.

Persian artillery in an old—world courtyard on the Irak frontier. Inset: Ruins of Khorassan, Iry Persia. after the town had been
bombarded by the advancing Russians. The dislodgment of the Turks from a series of positions in Persia, and the fall of the
town of Kermanshah, brought the Russians on the Teheran—Bagdad route to within two hundred miles of the Tigris above Bagdad.
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The Daily Jaunt to 'No Man's Land' and Back

French bandsmen marching to the firing-line, there to hearten their comrades with "the spirit-stirring drum,th' ear-piercing
fife," before advancing to attack a Qsrmsn position.

Spacious though muddy " courtyard " of a French trench. The man on the right is wearing a leather cloak as an additional guard
against the cold and rain. Right: Sentries within the buttressed walls of a French firing-trench on the watch for an expected gas
cloud. The hanging boxes contain respirators ready for instant distribution. Note the direction-boards on the corners of the" streets."

Along a main road leading from the stress of battle to the comparative quiet of billets. Steel-helmeted Frenchmen, heavily laden,
on their way from the firing-line trenches for a well-earned rest at their billets near the base.

Women

Shell-Carriers on the Italian Front

Last week we published a photograph showing heavy Italian
guns being hoisted on to mountain crags by cranes. Machines,
however, have not entirely supplanted the human element on
the Alps, and this drawing demonstrates a more picturesque,
if primitive, method of waging war. Thus the intensely

patriotic women of Italy are able to take an active part in
their brothers' campaign by conveying shells in baskets to
mountain batteries. Though climatic conditions have hindered
plans of our Mediterranean ally, preparations are going on along
the Trentino front in view of advances when the weather permits.
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Fortune o War at the Istaminet Fortune'

Alas! that many picturesque hostelries in Belgium have fallen
on evil days. Fate has brought them into " No Man's Land," but
it is an ill wind that blows no good, and a few estaminets have
done well through the war, especially those situated behind the
t;•tes, which are used for stabling transport horses. Not infre—

quently a fascinating Belgian or French peasant girl will brave
the stray shell to bring fodder to the horses, and if Tommy is
in the offing a pretty though somewhat incoherent flirtation
will ensue. But who cares about neatly—polished phrases when
youth, beauty and gallantry are eloquence itself ?

Pap
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Sunlight and Shadow on Tigris Mystic Banks

Some age-haunted corner of Kut-el-Amara--a study in sunlight and shadow
of a little Oriental city which will have a big historical significance.

On the banks of the Tigris at Basra. A native
boat is coming down stream.

Indian cavalry advancing towards Kut-el-Amara. This branch of the Service has had more opportunity in Mesopotamia than
in Europe. These swarthy Indian Lancers on the shimmering steeds cantering across the desert make a very fine display.

Dejected Turkish prisoners under a British guard
somewhere in Mesopotamia.

Welcome sleep after a day's fighting in theihot sun. British sailors
tired out rest on the deck of a warship on the Tigris.

The War Illustrated, 11th March, 1916.
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By-the-Way Happenings in the World-Wide War

A little engagement with the Grand Fleet. Duel between two
men with mops dipped in flour and soot.

French missionary wearing riband of the Legion o
Honour, the Cross of War, and religious emblems. He
rescued many wounded on the Champagne front.

Mahomet Ben Salim, unique recipient cf the D.C.M. for good work
in Mesopotamia as senior naval officers' interpreter.

The war on the trench pest. Rat—hunter with a bag of rodents killed
by the dog. These vermin infest some of the first—line positions in
swarms, and are a source of great annoyance to the soldiers.

Amusing incident in a London street. The soldier, who knows
something about " navvying," teaches the labourer his business,
and the language used will not pass the Censor.

Ancient custom in France during war—time. Town crier with
a drum announces the daily communique, generally only to the
women of the village. Nearly all their menfolk are on service.

The War illustrated, 11th March., 1116.
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WAR'S EFFECT ON BUSINESS AND FINANCE
Mr. Gordon Selfridge and Mr. Charles Duguid
contribute to our Special New Era Symposium
financial basis, and_ they have -succeeded
in doing so.
In Germany the financial system has
Mr. H. GORDON SELFRIDGE, who to recover the lost trade. England will
here writes on Business and the War, is a have to compete in the same spirit, and lost its basis of gold—which is not the
familiar name, and, like " Selfridge's," ha sinless the work is done the position will case in Great Britain—and is now founded
on. Government issues of paper. Her
needs no introduction. He is an AmericaP, have to be given up.
I do not fear competition from the. foreign trade haying been practically
and for thirteen years he was connected
with the great firm of Marshall Field t Co., United States, where the majority of the stopped by the war, Germany can earn
of Chicago. In inoo he came to England, manufacturers are content with their nothing outside herself ; she is -even
and carried out successfully a very big idea. home market. It is Germany who will unable to increase her taxation, and
This was to start a great store in London ; be the strong competitor, and she knows bankruptcy stares her in the fate, froni
not to start a little one and let it grow into all the tricks of the trade. The young which it will take years of peace to emerge.
a big one. He chose Oxford Street for his men will haVe to Undertake the task, and Austria-Hungary is financially ruined and
experiment, and soon opened there a business they must be inspired with the necessary mortgaged to Germany. The United
of enormous size.
determination and strength of will. They States, overflowing with war work and
must learn to adopt new methods, to a huge influx of gold in part payment
THE business men of the British Empire fear nothing, to risk failure—which ought for munitions, is in danger of financial
must go into the coming commercial not to be penalised so heavily as it has inflation, but hopes to supplant Great
4
war with all'the virility they,can muster, been in the past in England—and to Britain as the financial centre of the.
and by increasing the resources of the exercise their imagination. Men should be world.
country to the utmost possible extent encouraged to begin business in a small
prove that they can beat Germany in the way with little capital, and to accumulate READING, by Herbert Jenkins
game of 'commerce. The lingering feeling savings for use in the business by working
Mr. HERBERT JENKINS, who writes
that business is not quite the best thing hard and living plainly. They must not
here about the effect of the war on reading, is.
for educated young men must be swept mind how many hours they work, nor perhaps,thebest-known of the younger Lodon
entirely away. - Young men must be so trouble about week-ends and half-day
publishers. A few-years ago he founded the
imbued with the idea that business life holidays.
firm of Herbert Jenkins, Ltd., and already,
is attractive that theY will 'prefer it to
The great thing is to regard business he has produced many excellent books. Mr.
the worn-out, overcrowded, profession of as a great zestful game, with plenty of Jenkins is also himself a
writer, and -is
law, in -which it is becoming more and mirth to brighten. it. Men should ape
the author of a notable book. on George
more difficult to make a living.
proach it in the same spirit as they do a Borrow.
The country will have to depend upon day's golf, thinking of it as play, not as
its commerce after the war for the money work.
IF the war has proved anything it has
necessary to pay its debts and to provide
However, this war is causing an exbeen the folly of forecast, and in
funds for the future, and it should there- perience through which none of us have
nothing have the prophets been further
lore be made known that there is room ever passed before, and, while we may
from the truth than in their anticipations
for the best ability in the country. It has theorise as much as we choose, our
of its effect upon books. People are now
been truly said that the Englishman's theories must be more or less guess-work
reading more-than they have read for
weak point is the long week-end. Ger- until the time comes when we are able
mans do not take long week-ends, and after to see the force and direction of the current many years past, and the sale of cheap
books has been remarkable.
the war every German will be made to of public matters financially, commercially,
This is largely due to the fact that
feel that he must work harder than ever and otherwise.
there are abroad two brigands. Mr.
McKenna and Count Zeppelin, the one
demanding your purse and the other
your life, and it is infinitely cheaper and
safer to stay at home—and read. Once
Mr. Charles Dukuid, who here gives else by the war has been stopped. Finance the reading habit is formed it is difficult
his opinion on the egect of the Great has been democratised ; people are to outgrow.
War on finance, is the financial editor of
investors in Government securities—some
When the war is over, the newspapers
the " Daily Mail " and the " Evening of them to the amount of five shillings— will appear tame and tasteless with no
News." He is also manager of the " Daily who were never investors before. The records of Germans, Austrians, and Turks
Mail" Exchange, and consulting editor industrial classes arc temporarily squan- slain or captured. There will not be
to the financial section of the" Times," Mr. dering unprecedentedly high wages. The much money for dining out and theatres,
Duguid was previously City editor of the currency has been changed ; small notes and people must be amused. Therefore,
" Pall Mall Gazette," the " Westminster having taken the place of gold in ordinary they will turn to books and magazines,
Gazette," the "Morning Post," and the circulation. The Treasury, which hitherto remembering a habit acquired when they
" Observer," and has written quite a number financed itself by means of Treasury Bills wanted to be taken out of themselves
of books on financial subjects.
issued as money was temporarily required, and away from the everlasting story of
has placed those Treasury Bills on tap, carnage and conquest.
A NY attempt to state the effect of
as it were. The banks compress their
Again there are very few among us
A the war on finance in a few lines business into shorter hours. The Stock who have not suffered soiree personal
must consist merely of a brief catalogue Exchange is but a shadow of its former loss, and we shall become a more seriousof the facts. The subject demands a self, all speculative transactions and minded people, less addicted to the feastvolume, so momentous has been the purchases from abroad being stopped. ing and frivolity that so misled the
effect of a war which has caused financial Many of the soundest securities were Germans and 'Convinced them that we
metamorphoscs throughout the world. unsaleable because minimum prices were had become a nation of decadents.
In the case of Great Bi-itain the National. fixed below which they must not be sold.
To summarise. I anticipate that the
Debt has been Multiplied. by 2 l, the Companies and individuals earning more- effect of the war upon reading will be
Government haying raised loans to the profits than before the war have to give one of stimulation, just as I anticipate
amount of fj no5o,000,000. The national half the excess to the State. The railways that there will be a return to the simpler
expenditure has been increased from and many factories have been taken over home life that nineteen months ago. had
r'2.,6o,000,000 a year to -/1,589,7o6,000 a by the Government, which guarantees almost slipped from our grasp. Soteteigru,
year. The country has become a borrow- profits at a certain rate to the proprietors. jingling in the pocket are an invitation
ing instead of a lending nation, having Most of the revolutionary provisions, while to go 'out and spend them ; bills unpaid
with Erante raised a loan of t'f oo,000.000,
framed in the first place to meet the in the rack are a reminder that we must
besides other credits, in the United States. waste of war, have also for their object stay at home and save in order to pay
The financing of practically everything the keeping of the country on a sound them.

THE COMMERCIAL BATTLE TO FOLLOW THE 'WAR

CONDITION OF THE MONEY MARKETS TO-DAY

The War illustrated, 11th March, 1916.

Gallant Wexfords Scatter Germans with Cold Steel

There was a terrible bayonet charge by one of the newest Irish
regiments when a daring German attack on a portion of the
British front was repulsed recently. As the enemy approached,
after his artillery had paved the way, the Irishmen knelt
down in their trenches and received Benediction from their

chaplain. Then they leaped over the parapets, yelling "We are
the boys of Wexford I" and met the Germans in a terrific_ charge,
fighting " like wild men from Borneo," to use an Irish private's
expression. The Germansturned anti fled,pursued by the Irish—
men, who recaptured two trenches and took many prisoners.

The War Illustrated, 11th 31 arch, 191b.
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Womanhood the Great Reserve Behind the Lines

Instruction in shell—making. L.C.C. teachers training men in the later Derby Groups and women in the technical details of the
lathe, etc. Several hundred women have already become efficient shell—makers through these special classes.

Women 'bus—conductors who have completed their training, and
will soon be taking our fares on the "General."

Women workers who have volunteered for the land, and are
therefore on the local roll of honour set up in Norfolk villages.

Emporium in Paris, where women are employed in making sacks for use in defences along the French lines. When the sacks are
completed they are sent to the trenches, and filled with mould, making one of the, strongest barricades ever devised.

Page fl
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Poison Masks for School Children of Rheims

Comedy and tragedy blend curiously in these two illustra—
'Lions. These little children of France may actually consider
themselves in the fighting—line. Daily they attend their
school in Rheims, within range of German shells, wearing

respirators. Such an antithesis of civilisation it would be
hard to find. And to think that this might happen in some
city in England were it not for the twenty—one miles of sea
separating us from the Continent—and naval supremacy!

The WPur Illustrated, 11111 Alarcrt, 1915.
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ecorated forValour: More of Britain's BraveSons

Capt. D. L. AMAN, Royal
Marine Artillery, awarded the
D.S.C. for zeal and cool
tourage under fire.

Capt. M. MeB. BELL-IRVING,
D.S.O., Royal Flying Corps,
decorated for conspicuous and
consistent gallantry and skill.

Capt. J. H. DEAN, 13th
Cheshire Regt., awarded the
Military Cross for conspicuous
bravery at Le Touquet salient.

Lieut. F. TRUSCOTT, 6th
Suffolk Cyclists, awarded the
Military Cross for extreme
bravery in saving life.

Sec.-Lieut. G. P. HARDING
1st Cheshire Regt„ gained the
Military Cross for a plucky
bombing attack.

Sec.-Lieut. V. I. GORDON, 1st Sergt, R. BALDWIN, 2nd Sergt.-Maj. C. JOHNSON. Corpl. A. J. WALSH, Royal Pte. G. H. HAVARS, 11th
Wiltshire Regt., awarded the Worcester Regiment, twice Scottish Borderers, received Garrison Artillery, gained the
Middlesex Regt., awarded the
Military Cross for heroically awarded the D.C.M. for the D.C.M. for bravery in D.C.M. and the French MiliD.C.M. for bravery in action
gallantry under fire.
entering a German trench.
action.
Lary Medal for gallantry.
at Vermelles.

Pte. C. II. BOOTH, 3rd Corp!. S. A. FITCH, R.A.M.C., Pte. G. J. HIGGINS, 10th
Coldstream Guards, awarded awarded the D.C,M. for Rifle Brigade, gained the
the D.C.M. for clearing a heroism with the 30th Field D.C.M. for gallantry near
house of German snipers.
Cordonnerie.
Ambulance at Suvla Bay.",

D. L. AMAN, Royal Marine Artillery, received the
CAPT.
Distinguished Service Cross for his great ability and fine
example of coolness and courage under fire, while commanding
two sections of anti-aircraft guns in the Ypres salient.
Capt. M. McBean Bell-Irving, Royal Flying Corps, was awarded
the Distinguished Service Order for successfully engaging three
hostile aeroplanes. The first he drove off, the second he sent to
the ground in flames, the third nose-dived, and disappeared. He
was then attacked by three other enemy machines, drove one
off, and was then wounded.
Capt. J. H. Dean, 13th Cheshire Regt., led a fighting patrol
with great coolness and dash, gained a footing on the parapet
of the German trench, and -bombed the trench for about forty
yards, while under heavy fire. By his heroism Capt. Dean
won the Military Cross.
Lieut. Francis Truscott, Suffolk Cyclists, an heroic winner of the
Military Cross, is the eldest son of Sir George Truscott, Lord
MaYor of London, 1908-9, Sec.-Lieut. G. P. Harding, ist

Corpl. R. HUNT, 10th Rifle
Brigade, awarded the D.O.M.
for bravely cutting German
wires near Cordonnerie.

Sapper E. CASSIDY, Royal
Engineers, won the. D.C.M.
for devotion to duty with the
176th Tunnelling Company,

Cheshire Regt., gained the Military Cross for his bravery when
leading a bombing attack on the Lerman trenches. Sec.-Lieut.
C. I. Gordon, ist Wiltshire Regt., won the Military Cross for his
heroism in penetrating the German lines, with a sergeant, and
then entering their trenches alone. The following night he led
a party of nine through the German wire, and -crawled about
fifty yards under their parapet, then jumped into their trench
and shot two Germans.
Sergt. Reuben Baldwin, 2nd Worcester Regt., is one of the
few men who have twice won the D.C.M. Sergt.-Maior C.
Johnson, Scottish Borderers, who gained the D.C.M. for bravery
in action, also took part-in the Chitral and Tirah campaigns, and
was present at the capturing of the Heights of Dargai.
Corporal R. Hunt and Private G. J. Higgins, rot?). Rifle Brigade,
won the D.C.M. together for remaining out over two hours- {with
Private Bench, also awarded the D.C.M,), and successfully cutting
through the enemy's wire, although a German sentry was in view
all the time.
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Tunnels of War in Trench-Riven Champagne

A French super-dugout in Champagne, in the form of a tube built through a portion of a first-line trench. Our Allies keep
the roof well guarded with piles of sandbags, while the interior of the trench tube is comfortably furnished with stools, trestle..
beds, and chairs, and forms a warm and comparatively safe shelter from shrapnel, rain and March winds.

War Facts the Public Ou ht to Know
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
NE of the mysteries of the war has
been the failure to communicate
information to the public when no
war interest could be endangered by so
doing. - We all remember how the censorship prohibited news of the loss of a warship, while many of us, and the whole
German nation, were in possession of full
accounts and photographic reproductions
.from American newspapers, furnished by
a shipload of civilians who had witnessed
the occurrence.
Again, we were not permitted to say
anything about the last Zeppelin raid
on London, :only to find that an account
was sent by wireless to America within
forty-eight hours from a Dutch liner.
While our own people have been puzzled
and;: distressed by this attitude, the harm
done in the neutral countries is very
great. The secrecy extendS even to the
Navy, and the lessons of the war are not
circulated becanse of the fears of " my
Lords " that even carefully censored
accounts may fall into the hands of the
enemy. There is a sort of wisdom which
passes*the bounds of sanity. It is the
hypo4ondria of war.

0

Promise and Performance
NoW,:what is the standard laid down
by the Prime Minister ? Here it is in his
own Words : " The wish for the fullest
passible information is natural, and is
most legitimate, nor can there be
posSibly any greater mistake than to
iiiippose
that the Government has any
tr
-. interest of .3 kind in concealing anything thate7.*1-rown to themselves,
subject to thO'biW."-overruling condition
that its diselosure does not assist the
enemy.''''',,:.-64-AW. , :,..: - '
Apply this.. -§WW(1. to the following
cases :
the war
1. The entry of Turk cc
was brought about by thn."..-eStapc, of the
Goebert and the Breslati-ft:.ftorn our
Mediterranean Squadron in - the first
week of August, 1914. How- did it
happen ? Surely the British public has
the right to know something of an event
which has been the source of all our
disasters.
What the Public Should rnow
,
How much does it know ? On August
3oth, 1914, the Admiralty announced that
" the conduct and dispositions of Admiral
Sir Berkeley Milne in regard to the German
vessels Goe-ben and Breslau have been the
subject of the careful examination of the
Board of Admiralty, with the result that
their Lordships have approved the
measures taken by him in all respects."
Their Lordships might have been better
employed, and the ordinary procedure
of a court-martial would have thrashed
out the matter, Three Weeks later it was
announced that Rear-Admiral Troubridge,
the second in command, had been recalled
tO go before a court of inquiry,
The admiral wisely insisted on a courtmartial, which is chnducted on oath, and
which delivers its own Verdict, instead of
leaving the judgment to a Board' of
Admiralty, which might, or might not.
be in itself responsible for the failure.
This court-martial was held in November,
1914, and all that the bewildered public
knows. is that Rear-Admiral Troubridge
There remains, then,
was acquitted.
()illy the responsibility of the Admiralty,
and .since . the public knows nothing,
it rightly declines - to pronounce, beyond

i.;

scouting the plea that nobody was
responsible for one of the most disastrous
failures of history.
2. We have had no account of the
distribution of Our ships abroad in the
crisis, from July 25th to August 4th,
1914, a publication which might shed
some light on why not a single vessel
of the enemy n-as shadowed. It might
also tell us why we had only one cruiser
on the cast coast of South America, and
none near the whole stretch of thousands
of miles, of coastline along the west of
North and South America. Surely this
could endanger , no British interest in
March, 1916.
Heligoland and Baltic

to allow enemy reservists through in
neutral vessels caused a wave of indignation which brought this order in aid
of Germany to an end in November, 1914.
2. The
Times " publicity about th,,
shortage of munitions produced a remedy
winch Would have been more successful
if the Government had courted publicity
earlier in the war.
3. The publicity about the impossibility of keeping up our fighting strength
at the front heel to the Compulsion Act
If only there had been a publicity
campaign in reference to the blockade
at the beginning of the war, if only the
public had known what it should haVe
been told---that the original Naval Prize
Manual at the beginning of the war
embodied most of the bad features of the
Declaration of London—lye would have
forced on the Government a b'.ackacti,
such as the Navy desires, and the war
would have ended. through the failure of
supplies for the Germanic armies.

3. We have had no explanation why
the First Fleet was not sent to its
strategical station until the last moment
before war, why the North Sca was not
hunted through before war broke out,
to prevent Germany carrying out the oftdeclared policy of mining the sea against
us, and w-hy mobilisation n-as delayed
Disquieting Queries
until two days before war..
Now let me name some examples of
4. It is a mystery of the war why we
did not mine the Heligoland Bight or •questions in which I hold that no public,
use mines at all until war had been raging interest would be prejudiced, but the
efficient conduct of the war would h"
for many weeks.
5. It would hurt no public interest to furthered, if we had the whole truth
disclose why one of the most obvious before the public.
1. There is the Belgian :Relief Cmnand finest tactical moves of the whole
war was missed by failing to pass sub- mission, by which this country takes on
marines into the Baltic during the crisis Germany's obligation to feed the Belgian
and until some months after war had civil population Within German lines.
broken out.
z. Our diplornatic and: Consular repre6, - By one means and .?other it has sentatio0 *Denmark; ,tdis it, or is it not, a
come to light that -the Admiralty gave us fact that:Ave :„Tim.t . bi011tie. Consul who -is
a very imperfect account of the day of a British, subject outside Copenhagen,
disasters on March 18th, 1915, when we andthat he is 'not stationed at the geat
bombarded the inner forts in the Darda- port of Aarhuus, the capital of Jutland,
nelles. We have all read of the indig- from which steamship- lines and a double
nation in Parliament because of the delay railway track radiate to Germany, Have
in publishing Sir Ian Hamilton's despatches we not the indefeasible right to be repreconcerning much more recent events, and sented in Denmark on the same scale
vet we have never had the naval des- as Germany ?
patches concerning the remarkable events
Hunt the "Hyphenated"
on March 18th.
3. Is it the case that nearly all the.
7. We have never been, told by whose
orders the Aboukir, Cressy, and Hogue dangerous spies who come to us ar4
were cruising in the North Sea when they hyphenated Germans, who cons a,.;
were torpedoed on a patrol route chosen SAViss, Dutch, and American nationals
for no conceivable reason and with no alter hatching- their plots in the security
of neutral soil ? Would it not he 'Mich
destroyers to protect them,
simpler, as I ventured to suggest in a
Why No Facts?
letter to Mr. Asquith many months ago,
8. There was an entire failure to carry to exclude all aliens who did not possess
out the naval practice invariably followed British Consular - passes, Which should be
for several centuries up to the year 1907— refused if thought desirable, without
viz., to hold a court-martial whenever a assigning any reasons ? We exclude
ship was lost. On my exposure of the all such most rigorously within the
fighting-lines, so that a- Cabinet Minister
-falsity of the Government case, put
(reward by Sir John Simon, that they was arrested only the other day, but who
had found a number of precedents for is to say in these days of aircraft that
their action, the, new First Lord of the the United Kingdom is not within the
Admiralty, Mr. Balfour, promised to fighting-lines to a certain extent ?
revert to the immemorial naval practice,
but the failure to publish any verdict in
NOTHING NEW IN FRIGHTFULNESS
the case of the loss of the King Edward VII.
The bombastic warning of the German
and of the Natal leaves us to infer that
Government that, after March ist, all
some public interest will be endangered.
Now, what is to be said in favour of allied vessels within reach would be totpublicity ? I will, not repeat the argu- ' pedoed at sight, though intended to be very
ments I have used in peace time, such as impressive, only left the public somewhat
those I put forward shortly before the unmoved. There is certainly nothing
war in a lecture at the Royal United terribly novel in this Mephistopheliati
Service Institution. I will content myself attitude, when we remember that so many
by giving three instances when publicity as fifty-four unarmed British and neutral
ships were torpedoed and sunk without
helped our cause to a very great extent.
I. The revelation by the " Morning warning by U boats up to and including
Post " that the Navy had been instructed December 3i st, 1915,
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Aerial Monster Destroyed by a Three-inch Shell

Remains of the Zeppelin LZ77 at Brabant Le Roy,
French friends are overjoyed by the striking success,
killers" at last got

which was brought down by a " 75 " shell. Our
as indeed everyone must be, that some of the " baby—
thei r just deserts.

Wrecked car and broken propeller of the LZ77, comprising much precious
metal, which will of course be returned to the Huns in shells in due course.

Pte. Pennetier (left), who brought down the
Zeppelin LZ77, and his adjutant, Gramling.

What can be done with a well—placed shell may be gathered from this photograph, which shows the aerial monster after it had
fallen to earth from a height of six thousand feet. Compare it with inset illustration of a Zeppelin intact.

Chronology of Events February 1st to 29th, 1916
Fan. t.—General Smith-Dorrien, commanding
in East Africa, reports good progress
being made with branch railway from
Voi. It has been pushed on to the site
of an enemy camp west of ilibuyuni.
Fan. 2.—Announced that British liner
Appam captured by German armed
liner Moewe, and taken, with prize crew
aboard, to the American port of Norfolk.
ran. 3.—Russia reports that her advance in
the Caucasus continues successfully:
Heavy hostile shelling against our
trenches around Loos.
Fran. 4.—Less of a Zeppelin.—Germans admit
that one of the Zeppelins that -took part
in raid on Midland Counties, Jan. 31,
has been wrecked in tire North Sea.
- Allied columns in the Cameroon closing
in on remnant of German force, many of
enemy retiring over frontier of Spanish
Guinea.
FEB. 5,—Reported from British Headquarters
ins France that there have been twentyeight combats in the air. In five cases
the German machines Were driven down
to their lines, and a sixth forced to descend
with a stopped engine.
FEB. 6,—In Belgium the French artillery, in
co-operation with the - British, execute
a destructive fire on German trenches
facing, Boesinghe.
Minor Naval Action in the Adriatic.—A
British cruiser and a -French torpedoboat, covering the retirement of - the.
Serbian Army, meet four enemy destroyers
and fire upon them. Latter Hee towards
Catt aro.
Fro.
breaks out on board H.M.
hoarding steamer Peel Castle in Strait
of Dover ; im loss of lite reported.
Renewed fighting on Bukovina frontier.
From Russian reports it appears the
fighting was desperate, our ally doing
great execution with the bayonet. The
enemy's casualties in one engagement
were2,000 killed.
A communique regarding operations in
Mesopotamia states that General Townshend is holding Kut-d-Ainara as a point
of strategical vaue,
8,—German long-range gun fires three
shells into Belfort.
French armoured cruiser Amiral
Charner torpedoed by enemy submarine
and sinks. Most of crew of 375 lost.
Fea. 9.—Air Raid in Kent.—Two enemy
seaplanes fly over Margate and Ramsgate
in the afternoon, causing few casualties
and slight damage.
Officially reported that in Galicia
the Russians have driven the enemy back
to the west of the Dniester, capturing
Uscieczko, and establishing themselves on
the west bank of the river.
tc.—Genetal Smuts to Command in
EaSt Afriea.—Announced that General
Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien has resigned
owing to ill-health, and General Smuts
has succeeded him, with rank of Temporary Lieutenant-General.
Military Service Act, 1516. comes into
operation.
Germany sends a Note to the United
SMtes as to the arming of merchantmen
of the Allies.
Fee. on—French announce that sOnth of the
Somme, in the course of separate actions
carried out on the 8th and 5th, they
retook a considerable part of the trench
elements which had remained in the
enemy's hands in the region to the
Eolith of Fi'ise.
Announced that hostile Arabs attacked
British reconnaissance force on its
return -to Nasiriveh front an upper
branch of the Tigris named Shat-el-dlai.

Our total casualties 373, A small
punitive column was dater despatched
from Nasiriyeh, surprised the Arabs, and
destroyed four of their villages.
FEB, I2.—Reconnaissance carried out within
the north-east boundary of German East
- Africa against main force of Germans at
Salaita Hill, with a loss to our troops of
I72
men. The 2nd South African
Brigade engaged.
Forward Move at Salanika.Announced
that French troops have crossed the
Vardar and installed themselves on the
right bank of the river in the region of
lenitso (Janitza) and at Verria.
Russia gains successes in four areas.
T oes ILS occupied in Persia and Caucasus.
in which latter region, guns and stores
and 7©o prisoners captured ; the Erzerum
forts bombarded. An important height
in Galicia dominating the enemy's railw-ny
line recaptured and held ; the defence of
Dvinsk strengthened by the taking of a
village.
BB. r3.—In Artois the Germans launch a
series of attacks from Hill ri0 to the road
from Neuville to La Folie. In the
Course of the fourth attack the enemy
penetrated into the French first-line
trench to the west of Hill rto, but driven
out by an- immediate counte.6 attack.
British spring a mine west of Huth:init.
Russians capture one of forts before
Erzerinii.
After a violent bombardment the
Germans storm 200 yards of trench east
of Seppois, in Alsace. Most of lost
ground retaken by the French.
FEB. r4.—Admiralty announces H.M.S.
Arethusa struck a:dine off the East
Coast, and-it is feared she wilt become
total wreck. About ro men lose their
.„
-In Champagne, - near Tahure, the
Germans capture a trench. South of the
Somme the French recover portions of
captured trenches.
- New Ypres Battle.—Betiveen the YpresComines Canal and the Ypres-Comines
railway Germans capture boo yards of
the " International trench."
Five hostile air raids in Italy. Eight
persons killed in Milan by enemy bombs.
FEB. .15.—Russians storm and carry another
of the Erzerum forts. Thirteen French
aeroplanes drop 15o bombs on SII111Ellit'La,
FEB. r6.—Fall of Erzerum.
Reported that the Austrians and
, Bulgarians are advancing on Durazzo.
FEB. I7.—Conquest of the Cameroon. — -War
- Office announces that operations nose
practically 'ended, and - compieSt of the
Cameroon complete, with the exception
of the isolated position of Mora Hill
(in the extreme north). Later announced
that General Dobell, commanciri of
British forces, reports that the Gerinans
have ceased their resistance.
FEB. r8.—General Smuts reports that .an
enemy force- attacked the post of
Kachinnhe, on the Uganda border,
but driven off.
Fne. rg.—Colonial Office announces telegram
from Governor-General of Nigeria that
German garrison at Mora has capitulated.
Russian troops lake Mush, Si miles
south of Erzerum, and Akhlat, on Lake
Van.
1 e. 2o.—Four German seaplanes drop 17
bombs on Lowestoft, and six on Walmer.
Two men and a boy killed in latter
town.

-

Successful night air raid by British
airmen against Cambrai aerodrome.
FEB, al.—Zeppelin brought down in French
Lorraine by French motor-gun section.

Opening of Great Verdun Battle.—
HerbeI rant from Brabant-sur-Meuse
bois. Haumont \Vood and the Beaumont
salient captured by Germans, Attacks
against Brabant and Herbebois repulsed.
FEB. 22.—Second day. Front from Brabant
to Ornes. Himmont village evacuated.
Part el the Beaumont salient recaptured.
Strong enemy attack on Herbebois
stopped. Artillery bombardment on a
25-mile front from .Malancourt (west of
the Meuse) to near stainFen,. 23.—Third day. Front from Brabant
to south of Ornes. French evacuate
Brabant and repulse attack against
Samogneux. Part of the recaptured'
Beaumont salient again lost, French
withdraw from Samogneux and Ornes.
French air raid on Metz-Sablon railway,
one of the lines of communication for
present operations.
FEB. 24.—Fourth day, No German attacks
during the night. French established
on the line of heights stretching from the east of Champneuville to the south of
Ornes. Germans claim capture of
Champneuville, -Beaumont, Ornes, and
the French positions up to the ridge of
Lauvemont, as well as over to,000
prisoners,
FEB 25.—Fifth day. Several German attacka
against The new French positions repulsed.
New Post for Lord Derby.—Announced
that he is to be chairman of a joint
Naval and Military Air Defence
Committee.
Russians • reported to have taken
Kermanshah, 170 miles east of Bagdad.
Fre . 26.—Verdun Battle.--Gerrnans capture
Fort Douaumont, a dismantled fort
without either guns or garrison in dim
outer line of defences to the north-east
of Verdun, but French report its
environment.
Evacuation of Albania. by - Serbian,
Montenegrin, and Albanian troops_
Italian troops leave Durazzo.
Erzerum
Captures. — Officially announced that Russians made prisoners
235 Turkish officers and 12,753 men, anti
captured 323 guns.
French take an important position
front the enemy at Ste. Marie a Pv,
Champagne.
Feb 7.—Verdun Battle.—French rally beyond
ort Donaumont, and closely encircling
the fractions of the German force that
survived the terrible artillery fire directed
on the ruined fort.
P. and 0. Liner Maloja sinks off Dover :
said to have been torpedoed. One
hundred and fifty-five persons missing..
FEB . 28.— Announced that the South Africans
and Territorials have routed the Arabs
in Western_ Egypt._
Verdun Battle continued. To the north
the activity of the opposing artilleries is
still very great. To the west -of For'.
Donaurnont the French troops engage in
hand-to- hand fighting with the enerny,
and drive him from small redoubt is
which he hart established Mtn-self. .
In Champagne, in the region of tl+e
Navarin Farni, north of Souain, Germans
capture the French position.
am—Reported that General. Aylmer's
F
column on the Tigris has moved up three mites nearer Kut.
To the north of Verdun, the French.
maintain their front. Violent 'hand-tohand encounters about DonaurrOnt, and
a fierce struggle for Manheulles, •ten
miles east-south-east of Verdun. Enetny
take the village, and French by counter
attack regain its western end.
French transport Provence II. retiortel
sunk in Mediterranean, Feb. - 26.- Nearly
I, 000 lives-lost.

F
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QUITE A HARMLESS FLIRTATION AT PORT ERE0.--This little Armenian girl was rescued, together with her parents, by a
British battleship off Asia Minor. Her mother having told her to whom they ail owe their lives, the child runs up and kisses
the hands of every British sailor she meets with a pretty expression of infantile gratitude.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXXV.—The German Gamble for Verdun: First Phase

T

OWARDS the close of 1915, after
nearly a year and a half of unprecedented homicide, the Junkers
were still convinced of final victory. It
is true that the German mark had greatlyfallen in value, that occasional manifestations of unrest had occurred in Berlin,
that the Kaiser was known to be suffering
with an incurable malady, and that the
Crown Prince could not possibly be
regarded as a brilliant successor to the
mighty Hohenzollern dynasty, as they
conceived it.
But all these were inevitabilities,
which appeared insignificant enough
before the German military and diplomatic successes of the preceding weeks.
Nevertheless, a certain incredulity was
current among people of the Fatherland.
The Kaiser's soldiers strode from the Yser
to Riga, from Lovtchen to Constantinople.
To all intents and purposes the Teuton
War-God was invincible, and yet the
Germans could not impose peace on their
presumably broken adversaries.
Something had to be done in the west

Field-Marshal von Haeseler, the veteran
in supreme command of the German
Verdun offensive.

to prove the failure of the Allies once and
for all, some crushing blow which would
bring Paris within reach of the mailed
fist again, or, even if but a moral victory
could be secured, it would help the
flotation of another German_ loan.
In fact, some desperate move commended itself as imperative if only to
forestall the':threatened allied offensive,
and the chance of this bringing home to
the people of Germany the conviction that,
despite all the promises and pledges of
High Headquarters, the sword of Michael
was not invincible, and that the longexpected crushing victory on the western
side of the Rhine was but the insubstantial
fabric of a dream.
The German General Staff, after instructing Wolff to' make much of Salonika,
Egypt, and Asia, in a vain attempt to
mislead the Allies, decided that their
blow should fall on Verdun, in the most
thoroughly prepared and completely
organised sector of the- long French line.
Would-be Wilhelm I. had been here in
nominal command of seven army corps,
some three hundred and fifty thousand
men, among whom were the pick of

Prussian soldiery. Germany's greatest
generals drew up a plan of attack, and
after two months of Trojan toil—strengthening their positions to surety, constructing roads for the transport of colossal
artillery borrowed from the Galician and
Serbian fronts—a moderate bombardment
opened on February loth against the
northern French positions defending
Verdun from the Meuse to the \Voevre.
This by way of preliminary to the most
violent effort of the Central Empires since
the initial rush to Paris; beside which even
the tragedy of the Yser in the Calais
attempt was to pale, beside which the
dynastic struggle of Waterloo was but an
incident.
The Landscape Disfigured
Gradating in power, the bombardment
on a line from the Meuse right bank to
Fromezey wreaked wanton havoc amongthe beautiful sylvan districts of Haumont
and Caures, and was followed by determined infantry attacks in massed formation. On the 22nd the German artillery
fire reached a degree of intensity incomparable to anything the war had yet
seen, reducing the French bombardment
in Champagne during September, 1915, to
a mere strategic gunfire.
The heavens rained a veritable tornado
of every calibre, from the small 3 in.
to the gigantic 17 in. shell, each uttering
its own peculiar death moan, contributing
to an ear-splitting cacophony of terror.
The face of the landscape was disfigured,
small ridges were obliterated, and woods
were levelled in the sulphuric dust. To
hold positions against such a tempest
would have meant useless sacrifice of life,
and the French commander therefore
withdrew from the village of Hatunont,
after inflicting terrible losses on the
attackers.
Simultaneously two equally great efforts
were being made by a German centre
line striking from the region of Beaumont
towards Louvemont, and the extreme left
wing advancing from the Bois de la Vauche
against Douaumont Fort, four and a half
miles north-east of Verdun as the crow
flies, and the latter position was regarded
by the German Staff as the key to the
situation. To possess the Ridge of
Douaumont was tantamount to holding
Verdun itself, they imagined. This probably explains the fearful slaughter
permitted in the hope of carrying the
fort by sheer weight of numbers.
"Douaumont, or Die!"
The battle had already lasted six days
when the Germans, by February 26th,
had pushed forward to the foot of
Douaumont Plateau, and there, while the
French artillery were feverish for the
signal to shatter the enemy to pieces, a
Hun general harangued his men before the
assault, warning them to fight to a finish,
as " the French shot all., the prisoners
who fell into their- hands." At about
eight o'clock in the morning the van of
the German infantry was visible through
the glasses of the French command. No
fewer than seven crack regiments were
hurled up the ridge approaching Douau
mont.
The French guns began to speak, the

range was exact, and blood-red ravines
were torn in the inexhaustible masses of
German grey, each shell accounting for
many lives. Never had gunners such an
easy target. Wave upon wave, with
almost unnatural indifference to death,
born of iron discipline, surged over the
corpses of their comrades, and advanced
slowly up the hill.
Parading into the very jaws of death,
the Kaiser's beloved Brandenburgers
carried the disused Fort of Douaumont
—only to find, after all, that it was little
better than an empty shell—while the
German artillery enveloped the whole
plateau with a crescent of fire, making it
temporarily untenable- to the defenders.
Once again the French command ordered
a withdrawal, under cover of an epic
rearguard action against fearful odds.
This retreat was a masterstroke of
leadership, carried out with precision and
stern resolution. Elated "by its success,
the German Staff, with the Kaiser at its
head (he had followed the progress of the
battle through his glasses from an emin-

The man of the moment. General
Petain, to whose brilliant leadership is
due the glorious defence of Verdun.

once beyond Ornes) saw the chance of
pushing the attack to a definite conclusion,
and breaching the French-front before
it could rally and consolidate its new
line.
At the psychological instant, however,
some picked French corps—ever held, in
readiness during a critical battle—were
launched in a heavy counter-attack against
the exultant Brandenburrers. It is no
exaggeration\ to say that the fate of
Verdun rested on these chosen warriors.
Fully realising their grest responsibility,
this corps d'elite, stalwart Celts from
dreamy Brittany, crashed on to the enemy
in a volley of glittering steel, fighting with
inspired frenzy.
The Germans, fatigued by continuous
combat, surprised by the sudden onslaught, wavered, rallied, and fell back
again. The corps d'elite, sweeping right
and left of the fort, all but surrounded.
the Brandenhurgers and other regiment&
now clinging to the Douaumont Ridge,
with the courage of despair. Those
German soldiers in the fort held out in
spite of their hopeless situation, obtaining
'cc-win/cod on pact 1CD.

00
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French Guns That Decimated German Masses

Emplacements for heavy French guns defend—
ing Verdun positions. The photograph gives
some idea of the labour entailed in connection
with heavy artillery work. Rails are used to
facilitate the transport of these huge weapons.

Near view of one of the heavy guns which wrought such terrible desfructicn among the massed German infantry hurled against
Douaumont. The inset impression shows another of these weapons in action. Note the long platform emplacement

The War illustrated, 18th March, 1916

THE GERMAN GAMBLE
(Continued from page

93.)

supplies, it is believed, by means of an
underground passage leading to the
German lines.
Thus the formidable German offensive
was arrested at the very moment when
it was within an ace of succeeding. After
gaining and losing their objective three
times, the fury of the enemy spent itself
in vain, subsiding as the sea recedes from a
steadfast reef.
When it was known that the Bretons
had saved the situation, a great shout of
" Vivc la France ! " went up from the
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throats of the regiments in the rear. Not
since the glorious national hymn had
been sung by Rouget de Lisle himself was
the " Marseillaise " rendered with more
soul-moving effect, or under more appropriate circumstances.
The Germans, in falling back from the
Douaumont Ridge, were likewise compelled to evacuate Champneuville and
Poivre Hill, positions also gained at
incredible loss.
At nightfall, in the callous light of the
moon, the spectacle was at once weird.
grandiose, and terrifying. Hecatombs of
dead darkened the snow-white plateau.
The stretcher-bearers walked slowly among

the silent ranks looking for those still
ithin reach of human aid. The cold
was Arctic, and hundreds of wounded
succumbed from exposure. Even the
very wine in the flasks of the Red Cross
workers froze hard. The casualties in
this orgy of blood were truly without
number. The figures, so far, can only be
guessed. Among the enemy fifty thousand
killed are estimated, and well over one
hundred thousand wounded. The French,
with characteristic economy in human
life, may have lost a third of these figures.
The first phase of the Battle of Verdun
may be said to have ended with the
recapture of Donaumont after six days
of frightful struggle between hundreds of
thousands of machines and men imbued
with almost divine courage for a mortal
ideal. The Germans gained some four
miles of territory, but this gain was the
greatest defeat they had yet sustained.
Even had the cherished fortress itself
fallen into the hands of the enemy, it is
doubtful if such a success Would have compensated for the enormous loss in effectives,
and the lavish expenditure of ammunition.
Our Ally long realised that heavy artillery
in modern warfare negatived the value of
stationary forts, and the fact that Verdun
held out at all was only due to its having
been protected by a large army and every
conceivable kind of defence work several
miles in advance of the position.

The Men of Destiny
The outstanding hero of the French
resistance was General Henri Philippe
Petain. Little is known of this suddenly
romantic figure save that until the outbreak of the war he was but a humble
colonel. Still in his fifties, not unlike
Lord Roberts in appearance, with a
Spartan constitution, he is a hard worker,
and beloved of his men.
His chief adversary was Graf von
Haeseler, who had already many failures
to his debit in the Argonne, and who
attempted to retrieve his reputation with
such reckless prodigality of life in the
attack on Verdun. Eighty years of age,
he was a pupil of the older Moltke, and
known to the world as ",The Devil of
Metz."
A, B.

Part of he inexhaustible supply of munitions for mitrailleuses on the way to the battle zone. Inset: Welcome reinforcement
for the men in the first line. Cans of hot soup ready to be transported to the trenches during the great battle.
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En Avant ! For the Glory of France at Douaumont

When the German onslaught on the Douaumont position had
all but succeeded, a staggering counter—blow was delivered.
After waiting eighteen hours in the snow the French reserves
came into action, Bretons and Zouaves dashing forward
oblivious to the fearful storm of German shells. Blue, khaki,

the rolling white snowflelds, the flashing bayonets, the shining
bugles, and flaming Tricolour made as impressive a spectacle
as could be imagined. With an inspired courage the great men
of France stemmed the German tide at the critical moment,
sweeping the enemy over the vital Douaumont ridge.

The War Illustrated, 18th March- 1216.
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French Hussars in the Trenches as infantrymen

French Hussars as infantrymen on duty in the trenches.
Inset: Two French soldiers on the shore of an ice—bound laI
in the Meurthe and Moselle sector.

A
French Hussars passing through a village in the battle—zone on their way to take a turn of. duty in the trenches.
of all belligerents have adapted themselves readily to the modern conditions of warfare.

The cavalry
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Four Branches of Our Army on Active Service

Fodder for the horse of war. British soldiers distributing hay
from A.S.C. waggons behind the lines.

Motor despatch—riders in France set off again over rough
country, after having made sure of their bearings. Inset: Signal
Service men searching for a break in a telephone wire.

"Watchers" of the anti—aircraft section in France searching through special glasses for signs of enemy 'planes, In the background
wire entanglements of our reserve trenches may be seen.

The 117 ar Illustrated, 181h March, 1916.
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Allied and Enemy Ordnance at Salonika

Five of the Krupp guns found at Karaburun, which dominates
the entrance to the Gulf of Salonika, when the Allies occupied
the cape during January.

Right: One of the searchlights installed in
Loading a machine—gun belt with cartridges at a British camp near Salonika.
the enemy station on Karaburun. On the cape were discovered Krupp guns so amounted that in the enemy's hands they would
have rendered Salonika untenable.

Some of General Sarrail's guns at Salonika. A cheerful gathering of British, French, and native soldiers round some fresh
additions to the Allies' artillery in the Balkans.
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Serbs & Indians Ready to Take the Balkan Field

Serbian scldiers, after recuperating at Corfu, waiting outside headquarters at Salonika, there to be re-equipped for the front.

Column of Serbian infantry marching through a thoroughfare cf Salonika. After their well-earned rest, the considerable
forces of King Peter arc now ready to go into harness again.

Indian mule transport column coming into Salonika for fodder, while a body of French soldiers are leaving the town to take
up their positions in the lines. Most of the Allies have now been represented in the Levantine region, including British,
French. Russian and Indian.
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The Faithful Quadruped Goes on Wa Service

Dropping a dead horse in the Indian Ocean during a transport's Horses going down to 'tween decks on a transport. The animals
voyage from Australia to Bombay.
suffer terribly from the journey if the sea is rough.

Horses for the war zone coming aboard ship. Everything to
mitigate the discomforts of the voyage Is done.

Feeding time on a transport. Horses in their specially—
constructed stalls.

Horses at Brisbane, Australia, being got ready for transhipment to France and Flanders. The problem of a supply of these
animals -for war service has not been so acute as it was expected to be, owing to the development of siege warfare, and to the
use of motor—vehicles, which fortunately minimises the need of man's four—footed friend on the battlefield.
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War-time Autos & Some Shell-Wrecked Derelicts

Truckloads of war—worn motor—cars being sent from the front to the base for repairs. Right: Motor ambulance waggoner
conveying French wounded from the trenches to the hospitals.

TO say now that this is a" war of machinery"
is trite, for it became evident almost as soon
as hostilities began that, in addition to the usual
machines of modern warfare, representatives of
the machinery of peace—such as private motorcars, omnibuses, and cycles—were to have an
important and valuable place in the operations
On the various fields of battle. In addition, they
\1-ere required along the intricate lines of communication, which, in the strict military sense,
;;retch over all those parts of the globe in which
i he work of the military authorities is being
carried out, however remotely connected it may
be with the actual fighting areas.
Conscription for motor-vehicles and machinery
became law as soon as the war started.' It
would be impossible to estimate the vast numbers of motor-propelled vehicles which are
playing their part in the machinery of war.
The wastage in the battalions of motor-cars,
motor-omnibuses, and motor-drawn transport
and ambulance waggons has been immense.
But usually the wrecked cars are sent back to
the -various bases, there to be repaired, or, if
too badly broken, to have as many as possible
of their parts used again.

The half—burnt shell of a motor—'bus that once journeyed the
streets of Paris, but now stands desolate near the first—line.

Railway truck on the quayside at Salonika that was set on fire by the same Zeppelin incendiary bomb that set fire to the Bank of
Salonika. Right : British ambulances driving through a stream near Salonika, taking sick men to a hospital ship.
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The Last Alarm of a Hapless German Sentinel

Two parties of the West Yorkshires started on a nocturnal
raid on the enemy's trenches after cutting through the German,
wire. An officer and sergeant came across an enemy sentry
oblivious of immediate danger. The sergeant approached, and
aimed point—blank, but his revolver missfired He thereupon

sprang at the throat of the sentry, who uttered a piercing
shriek. The officer then crept up and endeavoured to club the
German, but his weapon went off, the bullet passing through
the sentry's neck and the sergeant's hand. By now theGermans were fully alarmed, and the raiders retreated.

Fusilier Rescues Wounded Captain Under Fire

The bravery of Captain Russell Roberts, F.R.G.S., and of
Private Mauffinades, 10th Royal Fusiliers, makes a vivid story
in the annals of British heroism. During a night—time bombing
-oattack on the German lines, Captain Roberts, although twice
, .iwounded by rifle fire, picked up a bomb flung by the Germans.

Unhappily it exploded in his hand, and he sustained further
severe injuries. Private Mauffinades, on regaining conscious—
ness after being stunned by another bomb, which struck him on
the head but fortunately did not explode, took the captain on his
shoulders, and under heavy fire crawled to the British lines.

The liar 111u3trulcd, 18th Murch,
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Russian Royalties Work and Rest Behind the Li es

The Tsar with the Grand Duke Nicholas, the Grand Dukes Peter Nicholaievitch and Alexander Michaelovitch, Prince Peter Alexandrovitch of Oldenburg, officers of 1-1.1.1Vl.'s suite, and the Staff of the Grand Duke.

Royal group, including the Tsar, his four daughters, the
Tsarevitch, and four of H.1.11.1.'s nephews, taken in the grounds
of the Palace at Tsarskoe-Seto.

The Emperor with the Tsarevitch, the Grand Duchess Tatiana,
and Prince Nikita Alexandrovitch, one of the Tsar's nephews, at
Tsarskoe-Selo.

From Riga to Sebastopol is a far cry, but the indefatigable Emperor of Alt the Russias may one day review troops in the Baltic port and
another inspect his fleet at the other end of Russia's line, in the Black Sea. This photograph shows his Imperial Majesty with
Admiral Gregorovitch and Naval Staff.
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Ceaseless Endeavour at Home for Victory Abroad

All in a good cause. Army motor inspector undergoes a
shower-bath while watching the trials of certain types
of cars to be sent on service in France.

Their first march out in the Old Country. New Zealanders off for a route march under Captain Price, acting adjutant. Inset : Members
of the Birmingham Electrical Volunteers who are engaged in coast defence work for the Admiralty. The corps was raised by Mr.
W. E. Milne, and consists of men ineligible for regular military service.
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FLAMES AND GRENADES.—Perhaps the most amazing feature of the war has been the
combination cf primitiveweapOris—the club and the hand-thrown missile—with the latest

appliances of science. The photograph on the left shows Hungarians using an apparatus for
projecting burning acids, while that on the right show's Austrians hurling hand-grenades.
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The Greatest Glory of France To-day
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
HE fate of Verdun is, as I. write this article, still
undecided. The first great German offensive has
been- beaten back, after gigantic efforts and almost
incredible, slaughter-, on the heights of the Meuse. A
titanic artillery battle is now proceeding, a battle that
may decide the fate of the town. Both sides have brought
up every available, gun. Krupp is pitted against SchneiderCanot.
However the fight may go, it has already given final
proof to one fact. The new France, which so many ardent
and fiery souls prayed and travailed for, is to-day an
actuality. It is a France worthy of the great traditions
of the premier military nation of Europe. The new French
Army, now' freed from the hampering bonds of political
interierence and sectarianism that almost strangled it,
has proved itself fit successor of those 'great soldiers whose
glory for many centuries made the world ring. The race
that produced Jeanne &Arc, the nation of the soldiers of
many a great Louis, the people from which Napoleon's
armies sprang, has come to its own again.

T

Miracle of Regeneration
Verdun may be kept or Verdun may go, but France
has more than regained her place in the foremost ranks
of the most brilliant, powerful, capable, and strenuous
fighting nations of the world.
" Of course ! " I hear some reader remark. " Why dwell
on the obvious I " But it is not of course. On the contrary, the thing is one of the miracles of our time. Even
two years ago the most competent military critics were
inclined to look on France as a measured and declining
force in European war. They declared that it was impossible for the French Army to stand up against the Germans.
Their reasons were well known. The French system of
mobilisation was such that the call to the Colours must
produce considerable confusion and congestion along all
lines of traffic. The French Army was cursed by the
interference and control of politicians. Incompetent men
had been appointed to high posts because they were friends
of men in office. Good, capable men had been disgraced
because of their religion. Necessary military supplies were
lacking. No one denied the courage of the individual
Frenchman, but the cold and capable critics, who argued
out war as one)-Would argue out a problem in chess, maintained that individual courage and regimental gallantry
could never save a nation against a fully-prepared foe like
Germany.
Great Losses for a Great Ideal
The critics Were right, as far as they went. In a deeper
sense the critics were wrong. They did not realise that
below the political entanglements the heart of France
beat true. In the early days of the war it seemed that
all the forecasts of evil would prove right. The full story
has not yet been told, and perhaps never will be told, of
the Territorials in the North who met the savage blows
of the German invaders without adequate artillery, without
adequate arms, with little save individual courage at the
back of them. France paid dearly for her lack of readiness.
Part of the richest of her territory remains to-daY in the
enemy's grasp, In every French town that I know almost
every woman is in mourning. When I gaze in the shop
windows as I walk through French streets I notice in the
milliners' and dressmakers' almost all the hats and costumes
are black.
The hOur of need brought the men. First among them
stands out General Joffre. At the beginning of the war
British peOple were slow to understand why France should
have such absolute confidence in " Papa Joffre. Our
first real appreciation of the man was earned by his great
courage in revising the high commands undet_ him, in
Cleang
out in wholesale fashion inefficient generals, in
ri
revealing weaknesses in his own armies in order that they
might be remedied. His early strategy showed that he
bad realised in the beginning the overwhelming importance
of keeping all his armies together. To accoinplish this he

sacrificed Lille, Valenciennes, and Maubeuge. He was
equally prepared to sacrifice if necessary, Amiens, Rouen,
and Paris. Joffre, unemotional, imperturbable, with the
nerves of an old farmer and the fine brain of a highlytrained soldier, kept to his task, unshaken by the greateSt
disasters. He is going on in the same way to-day, stoner, alling, blocking, holding' up violence until violence
exhausts itself. He knows that his time will come to strike
back.
Even the determination of Joffre could have done little
had it not been for the wonderful business organisation
that at once took away from the Parliamentary side the
work of producing necessary supplies for war. People
arc sometimes apt to forget that France has given us in
our time some of the greatest business organisers, and some
of the most amazing business institutions in the world.
The solid, capable organisers—they were many—took hold
of the problem of munitions almost before Britain had
realised that there was a problem of munitions. The
result of their work is felt to-day in every mile of the front.
The cry went forth : " Des munitions pour la victoire."
And men and women unable to join the _fighting in the
field flocked by the hundred thousand to make them.
The Individual at His Best
Even above these I place the revelation during the last
few weeks of the superb heroism of the individual private
soldier and of the company officers. The Army gave itself
a chance. Absinthe was prohibited. Simple living and
a hard life turned the very Paris boulevardier into .a strong
soldier. I have seen nothing finer, if I may revert for
the moment to what I myself have witnessed, than the
spirit and temper with which, the French troops enter
battle. They are as keen to fight as the hound on the
leash is keen to slip away after its prey. When near. some
of these soldiers, dirty, unwashed, tired, going into fight,
singing the " Marseillaise " as they went, it seemed to me
that in a flash I had obtained some vision of the real nation
that for long, by sheer gallantry, held all Europe at bay.
Allons, enfants de la patric ! i.e jour de gloire est arrivee,"
That is the-note-of new- France, as of the old.
It is the private soldier, the conscript in the ranks, who
is the greatest glory of France to-day. Verdun may remain,
or Verdun may go. But the nation that can produce
such men by the million has its future assured.
France has much to avenge. The burden of this war
has fallen on her with ten times the force it has on ourselves.
She has over forty years of humiliation to wipe out. Alsace
and Lorraine are still bleeding wounds in her throbbing
breast. But France has proved afresh the essential great,
mess of her people. :To the old political ties and the ties
of personal friendship which have linked our nations for
some years, there have been added a freSh „and stronger
tie, one of profound admiration and respect on our part
for a great nation • that has proved its greatness amidst
cruel suffering, and that will in the already visible future
prove its greatness in the hour of victory.
"A FLIGHT OF NORTHERN SAVAGES"

In that once popular and satirical romance concerning the
vanity- of human wishes—" Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia ' -written by Dr. Johnson in 1759, occurs a passage peculiarly
apposite at the moment Rasselas is made to ask the
inventor why he objects to impart his art of flying to all the
If men were all
world, when he receives this reply
virtuous, I should with great alacrity teach them to fly. But
what would be the security of the good if the bad could at
pleasUre invade them from the sky ? Against an army
sailing through the clouds, neither walls, mountains, nor
seas could afford security. A flight of northern savages
might hover in the wind, and light with irresistible violence
upon the capital of a fruitful region."
" A flight of northern savages indeed ! " comments Mr. F.
Steward Taylor, in sending this delightful extract to
the " Timer: '

Illustrated, 13th March, 1916.

Turban, Fez, and Kep

n he Land of the Nile

Troops of the Sultan of Egypt's bodyguard at lance drill on the Citadel parade—ground, Cairo. These men are the elite of the
Egyptian Army, many of them comparing favourably with our Horse Guards in point of physique.

Photograph taken from a British armoured car in Western Egypt. These cars, moving swiftly and silently over the desert
sands, arouse the natives' curiosity, and in this case made them averse to being photographed.

Bedouins captured during the recent fighting with the Senussi in Western Egypt. The enemy were completely routed by South
African troops and the Dorsetshi re Yeomanry, and their leader, Nu ri Bey (brother of Enver), was killed.
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War-time Items of Interest Public and Personal
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Marquis of Downshire and (2) his son, the Earl of Hillsborough,
as special constables-. (3) Pilot—Sergeant Gaynemer, who, for
his daring exploits in the air, has been created a Chevalier of

the Legion of Honour, and awarded the Military Medal and the
Cross of War. (4) Capt. V. M. Lunnon, 11th Essex Regt., enlisted
on Sept. 7th, 1914, and rose to his present rank in seven months.

An unstable toilet—hair—cutting operations on the narrow deck of a British submarine. Above: On the occasion of a fete day
hold in the French lines at Salonika there was a pageant in which topical matters were burlesqued. A goose—step performer.

By a recent order of the French War Minister, stripes are
granted according to the number of times a man is wounded.
In this photograph the top black stripes represent eighteen
months' service, and the lower for wounds are red. (2) Germans

-bargaining for meat in a Serbian town. (3) Cap and ear—piece
for deaf recruits or soldiers whose hearing has been impaired.
Inside the front of the cap is an instrument, and the sound,
Penetrating the eyelets, is thus conveyed to the ear—piece.
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How to Baffle the U oats
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HEN the news came of the fall of
Erzerum, I suggested that it
would lead to the fall of the great
port of Trebizond, on the Black Sea, 196
miles away by the caravan road along
'which the trade passes. It' was pointed
out that there were other Turkish ports
near by, and that we were on the eve of
the first attempt at combined operations
between army and navy in the Black Sea.
Sea-Power and Turkish Failure
The Turks, if denied the sea, Nvill have
some difficulty in withdraiving the probably considerable supplies accumulated
at Trebizond, including it is rumoured the
artillery equipment of -a couple of army
corps, and will probably destroy what
they cannot take away. The Russian
forces in Armenia are now operating on a
very extensive front, reaching from the
- Black Sea to Bitlis and beyond, so that
the sooner use can be made of the Turkish
ports such as Rica, Trebizond and Platana,
with supplies from Odessa and Rumania,

Why, again, on the sea is it submarines
everywhere and every day ? Because
Germany realises the import of Mr.
Runciman's grave words that the shipping
problem is our greatest economic crisis.
Britain strikes again through her ally
when Portugal seizes the numerous
German ships in her ports for the purpose
of using them to relieve the scarcity of
vessels. America finds for the first time
that the submarine question is really
acute, and admits of no further delay.
II America Came In
Should she intervene, the economic
stringency in Germany would at once
become almost unbearable, for the whole
smuggling business through Holland,
Denmark, and Sweden would collapse
within a month, and the shipping at the
disposal of, the Allies would be reinforced
by the whole of the German ships
enjoying the hospitality of American
ports,
unless they are blown up at their
„
moorings.

are helping, Germany ? Because if so, the
immunity of their ships is explained. It
is an interesting prOblem.
To return to the German submarines.
It mat- be asked : Why should the campaign
die of impotence ? My answer is that the
mere intervention of America will enable
us to arm merchant ships for concealed
offence—just as the so-called MoCive is
armed—on a large scale, and the submarine will be hunted out of existence,
The Germans have given us as an unprepared nation eighteen months of time,
and it has been utilised to make the guns
winch did not exist when war broke out.
We have had to make up for the lapses
of the past with all the inadequate reserves,
and so the merchant ship has come
Our former methods of preparation can be
Shown by one glaring instance.
Where Were the Guns?
In 1907 I exposed the fact that a large
number of cruisers -had been deprived of
two i2-pounder guns each, though 'the
armament given to , modern cruisers for
defence against submarines Showed that
these cruisers required a larger instead
of a smaller number of these guns. The
guns had been taken for the armament
of destroyers in order to save the expense
of ordering new guns from, say, Woolwich,
where wholesale discharges of workmen
were takin, place._ Among the ships
thus deprived of essential armament were
the three Cressy_ cruisers and others, which
have since perished as a result of enemy
submarine torpedoes.
What Must Be Done

French transport, carrying stores to Salonika, torpedoed in the zone of the allied
operations by an enemy submarine, and beached to save her valuable cargo. The
pack-donkeys were released to graze along the shore.

the sooner will the strain be relieved en
the mobility of the forces. There is
another consideration, intimately connected with these operations in the East
and the desire of the Navy in home waters
to be allowed to enforce a rigorous
blockade.
Clipping the Eagle's Wings
The war tends more and more to
become an economic one, and the Russians
are threatening areas which are important
to the supply of Turkey, and bringing to
ruin the grandiose scheme associated with
the German plan of opening the road
to the East and feeding the Germanic
Empires therefrom.
In fact the economic cry is everywhere
heard. " A victory- for Germany at all
costs in the west 1 ' is one Teuton cry,
partly in order, to give success to a new
German loan, partly to stop the effects of
scarcity on the spirits of the, people, and
partly to be able to turn again to the
North Russian -European front when
otherwise the Poli4h harvests may be
threatened.

As for the submarine campaign, it would
at once become more calamitous ; and
after a brief spell of frightfulness it would
die of impotence. Why the one and then
the other ? Because of a certainty the
submarine would be ordered to sink at
sight everything that came in its way.
with small regard to Norwegians and
Swedes. The_ former have already lost
fifty-three vessels, of which twenty-five
were steamers; - by German mines or
torpedoes. And here let me digress to
point out an apparent instance of the
working of German hightfnhiess with a
view to coercing neutrals, else it is one of
the most remarkable coincidences on
record. The great Danish shipping
under Captain Cold, has one hundrc'd and
thirty-five steamers. They lost two
steamers at the beginning of the war.
Denmark Immune
That perhaps was the lesson. They
have not lost a single one since, while the
Norwegians have lost so heavily. And
vet the Danish ships traverse a more
dangerous zone: is the reason that they

What a difference even the insignificant
defensive gun makes is shown by the
Admiralty list of forty unarmed ships
which were torpedoed without warning
1915. Does anyone suppose that, if
these ships had been armed, more than
five or six would have been successfully
torpedoed ? And how many submarines
would have been -accounted for ? Certainly three or four. The German list of
eighteen cases where merchantmen fired
on submarines fs very helpful. Only six
of these steamers were sunk, and remember,
they had only defensive guns. There
were probably other cases which the
Germans never heard of, because the
submarines reported to Neptune and not
to the Kaiser. The important thing is to
train the mercantile crews and find out
the best eyes for shooting. What can be
done by training in that direction has
just been revealed to us by a German
officer who was on board the Derrflinger
in the action with Beatty's ships. He says
that at eleven miles range the Lion, going
twenty-three knots, with one shot wiped
off a 12 in. gun-turret with- fifty men
into the sea, and her next shots fell in
very nearly the same place. What can
be done on the grand scale in the Navy
can be done on the small scale in the
mercantile marine if pains are taken.
The crisis is acute, and pains must be
taken. We are assured that we cannot
reduce the demands of the..Adrairalty and
the War Office on the mercantile marine,
and we certainly cannot afford to let the
enemy take toll of another five hundred
ships on our mercantile marine. It is,
therefore, a problem which must be
grappled with energy, and if this is done
I do not doubt the triumphal- suceess
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Diving and Taubin by Handy-men at Sea

vviin isritain's " handy—men " on active service in the Eastern Mediterranean. British sailors manning a diving—pump for a
diver working among the wreckage on the shores of Cape Kephali, on the Island cf Imros, off the coast of Greece.
_

csiuejacicets washing and scrubbing cluthes aboard a British monitor. This operation is known as " daubing" in the Royal Navy.
and in every ship there are men who add shillings a week to their pay by "taking in washing " at a sma ❑ charge per item.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. W. M. O'CONNOR
R.A.M.C., Field Ambulance.

Capt. E. H. WYAND, 16th Capt. C. W. D'ARCY-IRVINE
6th Leinster Regt.
Ring's Royal Rifle Corps.

Lieut. C. A. M. BINGEN,
5th Royal Sussex Regt.

Lieut. K. STrIVER,
2nd Nigeria Regt.

Lieut. H. C. T. NEALE,
1st Northampton Regt.

Major E. CAMPION, 2nd
Seaforth Highlanders.

Capt. B. P. NEVILE,
7th Lincoln Regt.

Capt. G. S. STRITCH,
6th Connaught Rangers.

Lieut. 3. A. MOORE,
7th South Staffs Regt.

Capt. E. P. ALMACK,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. C. J. WILLIAMS,
8th Bedford Regt.

ANajor Edward Campion, 2nd Seaforth Highlanders, was the third son of Colonel W. H.
Campion, C.B. Major Campion obtained his first appointment in the Seaforth
Highlanders from the Militia in 1895. From October, 1900, to October, 1901, he was
temporary A.D.C. to Major-General, Infantry Brigade, Aldershot. He saw active
service in the Nile Expedition. 1898, taking part in the Battles of Atbara and
Khartoum, and in the South African War, being awarded the Queen's Medal with five
clasps.
Captain Bernard Philip Nevile, 7th Lincolnshire Regiment, joined the Public Schools
O.T.0 on the outbreak of war, and received a commission shortly afterwards.
Captain George Seymour Stritch, L.R.C.P., L.B.C.S., 6th Connaught Rangers. held
a captaincy in the Territorials when the war started, and, on offering his services. was the
first officer gazetted to the 15th Durham Light Infantry. Captain Stritch was a cousin
of Sir Edward Carson
Lieut. Eugene Launcelot Erskine Lindop, 41st Dogras, was gazetted to the Indian
Army from the unattached list in November, 1908. In April, 1913, he was appointed
adjutant to his regiment.
Lieut. Charles ,Tames Williams, 8th Bedfordshire Regiment, was the second son of Mr.
H. C. Williams, Deputy Mayor of Bedford, and formerly Commissioner in Bengal. He
joined the Inns of Court Officers Training Corps on the day after war was declared.

Lieut. E. F. FOWLER SMART
7th Leicester Regt.

Lieut. S. O. ALLDAY,
5th South Staffs Regt.

Lieut. E. L. E. LINDOP,
41st Dogras (Indian Army),

Lieut. W. S. DRURY,
Sec.-Lietit.
STEIVART, See:4;ieit;'.1i.
PHILLI9P8
Sth Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
9th Royal Sussex Regt.
1st Grenadier Guards.
Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, &mine, Vanelyk, Lambert Weston, Brooke Might's.

Lieut. C. L. MERE,
6th Royal Lancaster Regt.

Lieut. J. BENNETT,
Royal Munster Fusiliers,

S4.4,iiitt. G. R. ZEFFERt
20th Hussars.
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France Honours Britons for Valour in the Field

General Joffre inspecting the guard of honour, drawn up in the cobbled street
of an old French town, during his recent visit to British Headquarters.

British heroes receiving their decorations from General Joffre. Left : The great
French Generalissimo decorating British officers. It has been stated that
Madame Joffre has made a hobby of collecting portraits of every V.C. hero.

Heroes of the renowned Chasseurs Alpin, or "Blue Devils," as the Germans call them, behind the French lines in the Vosges,
receiving decorations for valour. Most of the men are wearing steel helmets in place of their more picturesque" tam—o'—shanters."

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
XII.—The Loyal North Lancashires
HE batt a lion
will adQuick
vance.
march !" On the
morning of FriOctober
day,
23rd, 1914,
Major A. J.
Carter, D.S.O.;
the officer commanding, gave
this familiar order to the ist Battalion
of the Loyal North Lancashire Regiment.
Throughout the night the men had been
marching, practically without food or
rest, and after a brief halt they were on
the move again, for there was grim
business ahead.
Near the road running from Bixschoote
to Langemarck the British had dug some
trenches, and during the First Battle of
Ypres the Germans captured them. If
they had been allowed to stay there, Sir
John French would probably have been
forced to gi ,e up Ypres. The Loyal
North Lancashires and two other battalionS of General Bulfin's Brigade were
ordered up, and to them was given the
task of regaining the lost trenches.
The Lancashire men were sent towards
the village of Pilken, about half-way
between Bixschoote and Langemarck,
and by a series of short rushes they
advanced steadily towards the enemy.
In a little while they were near enough
for the final charge. A wild rush, and
the trenches were taken.
Major and His Chair
In this little en,tagement the Lancashires
had two officers killed and four wounded,.
while about one hundred and fifty men
were hit. One of the wounded was Major
H. G. Powell, and his conduct on that day
was remarkable for coolness and pluck.
It seems that some time previously the
'Major had sprained his ankle, so when
the advance began he took a chair out of
a house near by and hobbled along with it
in one hand and his stick in the other.
At the end of each rush, when the men
plumped doWn on the ground, he put
down his chair and sat on it, directing his
section all the time. Marvellous to relate,
he got to within two hundred yards of
the :German trenches without being hit,
but then he was wounded and was carried
uff to the dressing-station.
These Lancashire lads had been fighting
bard fOr two months. The battalion was
.among the first to land in France, and
as part of- the ist Division it fought at
1lons and retreated to the Marne. During-the retreat its commanding officer, Lieut.Colonel G. C. Knight, was killed.
Fight for a Sugar Factory
At the Battle of the Aisne the North
Lancashires crossed that river :under
heavy fire near Bourg, and then pressed
uphill towards Vendresse. On the top Of
the hill, parallel to• the river, there is
high road called the Chemin des Dames,
anti near this is the hamlet of Troyon.
In Troyon there is, or was, a sugar factory,
and this had been turned by the Germans
into a strong little fortress. Aoain our
moved - forward through the wet

" For the lilies of France and our own red
rose
Are twined in a coronal now
- At war's bloody bridal it glitters and
glows
On Liberty's beautiful brow."
--GERALD MASSEY.
grass, and about mid-day the North
Lancashires, who were leading, got quite
close to it. Then, with a shout, they
rushed into the factory, drove out the
Germans, and it was ours.: About this
time the battalion's new colonel, Lieut.Colonel W. R. Lloyd, was returned as
missing, and it was some time before it
was known that he had been killed during
this fighting on the Aisne.
From the Aisne the gallant battalion,
then under Major Carter, went to Ypres,
where it was through October and
November. The story of the fight on
October 23rd has been told already, and
soon after that the North Lancashires
were moved to Klein Zillebeke. There,
on November 4th, they were fiercely
attacked, but they succeeded in driving
back the enemy. In directing this defence
Major Carter, the leader of the charge at
Pilken, was killed—the third commanding
officer in less than three months.
By a coincidence on that same November day the 2nd Battalion of the
regiment was also fighting deS-perately
at the other side of the world: in October
a little expeditionary force was sent from
India to Gerrnan East Africa, and this
contained, in addition to several Indian
regiments, the 2nd Loyal North Laneashires from Bangalore.
Bees as German Allies
The troops reached the port of Tanga,
near where they landed, and on November
4th all was ready for the attack On the
German town. he men moved forward
through the bush, the Lancashire men
being on the right, and although the
Germans had placed all kinds of obstacles
in their way, and had arranged excellent
ways of finding the ranges for their guns,
they managed to get into the town.' That,
however, was all. In Tanga itself nearly
every house was a fortress ; and fired on
from every side, the troops were ordered to
return to the boats, which they did. In
this fight the Lancashires lost about
one hundred and fifty officers and men,
the killed including Major F. J. Braithwaite, commanding the battalion. For
bravery on this day the Distinguished
Conduct Medal was given to nine noncommissioned officers and men.
One cunning clodge, borrowed by the
Germans from the natives, may be
mentioned here. Along the sides of the
road they had bidden hives of bees, which
were stupefied by smoke. As our men
passed, the covers of these hives were
jerked off by wires, and the dazed insects
flew out and stung the advancing soldiers.
It is said that over-a hundred stings were
exacted from one of the men of the
North Lancasbires.
The battalion-remained in British East
Africa. and on March ofh part of it had a

-skirmish with the Germans at Mwaika
Hill, In this the British were victorious,
and, for his gallantry in bringing up
ammunition to the firing-line, Private M.
Sullivan received the D.C.M.
During the First Battle of Ypres, which
lasted until the middle of November, the
ist Battalion was continually in the
thick of thc fight, and during the whole
winter it was doing something or other.
For instance, on December 21st, Sergeant
W. Jeffrey led some of the Lancashire
men in a night attack on some trenches
which the Germans had captured at La
Quinque Rue. This was part of a move
to help the Indians who had been attacked
at Givenchy, and the result of it was the
recapture of the trenches and the saving of
the British line, At Cuinch-y, in January,
1915, the North Lancashires were sent to
hold a dangerous part of the front.
A Loyal Regiment
During the spring the exhausted battalion had a rest, but it was wanted
again during the Second Battle of Ypres,
With the other units of the 2nd Brigade,
1110-North Lancashires did their bit in
those anxious days of May, and a little
later a- Territorial battalion—the 4th-of the same regiment had an opportunity
to show its prowess. This was at Rue
d'Ouvert during the attack on June 15th.
The ist Battalion of this regiment,
distinguished by the prefix Loyal, was
raised in Scotland in 1740, and did not
have any connection with Lancashire
until 1782, It was known- as, the 47th
Regiment of the Line, and was 'sent to
Nova Scotia about 1758. At the siege
of the great French fortress of Louisburg
it was in Wolfe's Brigade, and it was
known for a time as '' Wolfe's Own " ;
it was in the centre of the thin British line
in the famous battle on the Heights of
Abraham, which made Canada a British
possession. From Canada the 47th went
to serve against the American Colonists,
and after fighting hard at Bunker Hill,
it was part of the force captured at
Saratoga Springs. After the peace it was
made a Lancashire regiment, but it
remained for some years in Canada.
Persian Gulf Service-1015
The old Sist, now the 2nd Battalion of
the North Lancashires, first made a
name foe itself at the Battle of Maida
in 1806, when it had a big share in defeating the French. Both the 47th and
the fist took part in the Peninsular War,
one or both of them fighting at Corunna,
Tarifa, and Vittoria. At the storming of
San Sebastian the 47th did wonders,
but at a cost of two hundred and fiftytwo officers and men killed or wounded.
After the conclusion of the peace of
iStj, the regiment was busy rooting out
the pirates who infested the shores of the
Persian Gulf, and in fighting in India
and Burma. During the Crimean War
the Lancashire men fought at the Alma
and at Inkerman, and they were in Afghanistan in 1S78. During the Boer War paxt
of the regiment, under Colonel Kekewich,
formed the garrison of Kimberley, and
throughout the campaign its high reputation was increased.
A. W. Holland
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

HOT WORK IN A MINE CRATER.—South—west of La Sasses
five mines were recently exploded by our troops, who promptly
occupied the resultant craters. Immediately after this British
success the Germans launched a bombing attack, which, after

Edited by J. A. HAMMERION

some hot fighting in and around the captured craters, was
repulsed. Our illustration depicts a stirring few moments in
one of the mine craters during the German counter—attack.
Two men are placing a machine—aun in position.
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FALLEN "STARS": A STUDY OF THE SHIRKERS
Specially Written by FLORA ANNIE STEEL, the Famous Novelist
Mrs. Flora Annie Steel is widely known as one of the ablest of British novelists, with an international
reputation. Her readers must be numbered by hundreds of thousands throughout the English-speaking
world. In later yvars Mrs. Steel has also written with much originality and 'unfailing vigour on
subjects associated with what may be called -the Woman Question. Keenly interested in sociology,
she has closely studied the social conditions of our own country, and expressed her convictions thereon
With "a fearless -pen. Since the war; began, Mrs. Steel has been actively identified with women's work,
and the Editor of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED has thought her_peculiarly fitted to address his readers on
a vital matter of the moment--the shirking of the young men, and the patriotic devotion of the women.
OOKERS-ON, we are told, see most of the game.
Now in the present great war of words and works
--chiefly, it is to be feared, words—we women are
so far onlookers that we had neither part nor complicity
in bringing it about.
Consequently, it may be of
interest if I set down the
views of most women on a
problem that touches the most
vulnerable point of their life—
its motherhood.
Briefly, have the strong,
able-bodied, single human male
creatures, who, by their tens
of thousands, are allowing
"stars " to protect them from
fulfillino- the ordinary citizen's
duty ofbself-defence, any claim
to be called men, and thus be
regarded by womenkind as
possible husbands, possible
fathers of children ?
Fiziott p,..v
This may seem a crude
Flora Annie Steel
and harsh way of putting it,
but it is the way of every woman who recognises the part
she has to -play in the world ; who knows that she is the
guardian of the immortality of the race, that on her choice
lies the burden of future growth or future decay.
The question, then—are these young fellows justified in
the attitude they have taken up, or are they not ?—is an
urgent one to us.
That it would be answered in the negative by ninety
per cent. of Great Britain's women, is, I think, certain.
We fail to see that they are necessary or indispensable.
We see that their work can be done as well by older men,
by married men, even by women. It is impossible to arrive
at any other conclusion. We see, for instance, two long
galleries in a munition factory marched with ceaselesslymoving spandrels of belting; we see these aisles pillared by
machines, each instinct with an almost uncanny skill
which dwarfs the humanity attending them to insignificance.
And in one of these galleries devoted to precisely the same
work we find twenty-five unskilled men to one unskilled
woman, while in the other the positions are reversed, and
we find twenty-five unskilled women to one unskilled man,
In Favour of Women
We ask the reason ; and there is none. But the mere fact
of the discrepancy proves that the strength of youmY
manhood is not necessary for the unskilled work. Women
can do it, quite as well. Nay ! the consensus of managers'
opinion is in favour of the female. I have conversed with
many ; they all had the same tale to tell. Women were
more industrious, quite as intelligent, more trustworthy,
while their punctuality was a revelation. No Mondays
off, no Saturdays filched. In the recent air-raid in the
Midlands the women of one slightly damaged factory
appeared to time next morning. Some few men dropped
in late, the majority did not turn up at all. In regard to
the lower grades of even skilled labour, I was told also that
in many of the gauging operations women had already
developed a quite extraordinary -proficiency, and that
their percentage of scrapped work, wagAo higher .pharrth4,
of the men—a fact, considering the shortness of their
experience, very much to their credit, and which opens
up the question of skilled labour for women. Some

managers went even further. One told me that he Would
like to turn every unskilled workman. out of the machineredins and replace them by women. Asked his reason, the
reply was : " In the present press and stress of work women

are more ready to spend themselves to the uttermost."
From the point of view, then, of the managers, who have
experience in employing women, the young fellows Who
new seek star-shelter are not indispensable.
Neither do the machines they use support the - claim.
Pass down those aisles of patient, forceful, chained giants,
each shaving, ,,shaping, stamping, grinding, with alMo-st
inconceivable dexterity, at the bidding of an unskilled
touch. What is it to them if the button be pressed by a
male or a female hand, by married or single, by old or young,
so long as it is pressed ? It matters naught ; their steadY,
silent, sliding work goes on regardless of sex, or state,- or
age. If the machines could speak, their verdict would - be :

"Go! your young, strong nzan's hand is specialised for the
rifle-butt. In this time ofwar that., and that only, is your
skilled trade !"
What is the Reason?
Since his environment, then, gives no countenance to his
claim to be starred, there remains only his own conviction
that he is indispensable. That is a very common human
delusion, ,which is often only dissipated by death ; then,
at last, we have to learn the lesson that we can be done
without.
John P.
Robinson he
Thought the world wouldn't go if he didn't say " Gee.!"
is, therefore, no cogent reason.
Meanwhile, the rat-scuttle in the military tribunals goes
on, and whole regiments of-able-bodied young men remain
doing women's work. We women are beginning fearfully
to ask why these sons of ours refuse to fulfil their primary
duty of self-defence—for = self-defence is State defence,
since the State is but -self, magnified, glorified, and concentrated into something beyond Mere individual selfishness.
We feel that the tilting of a cigarette in the mouth is no
answer. We are loth to believe them co\vards, yet it is
manifest that they are afraid of something
The fear of losing money must be there, naturally ; and
the fear of losing occupation when the war is over. Both
have foundation, though it is somewhat idle to talk of times
ydien peace shall reign while the issue as to wliat that
peace will be still hangs in the balance. If it be peace with
German ascendancy, the sooner these young men go out
and hang themselves the better for then liberty, their
happiness. Apart from this the fear is cogent ciaoUgh:
Men, as a rule, do not believe the woman's promise to
restore the job—provided the job remains, which, when War
is over, may not be the case—when the original owner
returns. Possibly they judge by their own standard; and in
addition they are quick to see that circumstance is against
them. When, as is the case now, we find in an otherWise
well-managed factory a totally unskilled male earning Sldi
an hour and an equally mislilled female whose yalue,..is
assessed at 3d. an hour, it is only natural to fear lest the
management should elect to diminish wages and hate
their wants supplied at the lower figure.
"
• The. only --remedy for " this is equal pay for equal work'
To ensure this, howeyer; needs .forbearance on both side,§_;
especially on the side of the males: Looking facts -in the
face, it seems foolish to suppose- that an absolutely unskilled

[Continued on page 124
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From Field to Field of Britain's Endeavour

After a bayonet charge. British officers inspecting a German
trench recently captured, before it was cleared of its tangled
piles of timber, wires, sandbags, and odds and ends.

• British officer jumping the " stone wall "—built of sandbags and bricks—aUa gymkhana held at one of the British camps outside
Salonika. Inset above; Pipers of a Scottish regiment on the march through a quaint village street in Greet e. The kilt is by
no means new to the Greeks, who wear a similar Garment called the fustanolia.
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workman should be worth-42s. a week—the wage, that is, of
a highly educated clerk, or still more highly educated curate.
Then, apart from the greed of gold, the love of comfort
makes young men cling to the soft jobs. For this we
women have short shrift. The ordinary working woman's
life is made up of discomforts. Our whole lives are spent in
pampering our menkind. We feel it is time they should
repay some of our care. Thousands—nay, millions—have
done so bravely, lovingly ; why should not these others do
likewise ? Why should they- seek star-shelter ? It will
not avail them at the Great Day, when the heavens shall be
rent, and the stars fall from their courses! Then they will
be branded as cowards.
This must not be. Half these young fellows err from
obstinacy, from stupidity, from crass ignorance. It
behoves, therefore, those who see, who know, to rise up and
force them to their duty.' The regenerating influence of
even a few months of military discipline is acknowledged on
all sides. It has become a truism in the village that Tony
Lumpkin has come home, after six months, a man indeed, a
man_ at whom every good-looking 'girl casts glances of
approval, well set up, polite, full of go. This being so, it is
the bounden duty of the State to force every single young
man to serve his time. It is not mere folly, it is absolutely
criminal to delay.. The women of the future will need
husbands, and fathers. for their children. Let us make
them; and make them worthy.
The Lost Leonids' Return
Truly it seems to many of us women as if all the deep-laid
schemes of men must go agley. August last year saw us
all at work on the National Register, from which so much
was expected. Then Lord Derby's scheme was promulgated
with pledges and promises galore. Full eight months have
passed, and what has 'happened ? A scuttle of rats ! The
lost Leonids have returned in showers of fallen stars ! The
young men have not been brought in. The farmer's seven
sons—starred as milkmen, shepherds, waggoners, ploughmen
—still hunt the county three times a week! The cigarette
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smokers, the picture-palace goers, the chocolate-cream
eaters still charge the factory canteens in serried phalanx
at the first blink, of the dinner hour The municipal workers,
whose pay goes to swell the ninety millions of Civil estimates
--a sum more than the total cost of Ptministrating our
Indian Empire, with its three hundred and ten millions of
people—still pick up waste-paper in the streets or draw
travelling allowance for the compilation of totally useless
statistics! The higher grade Government clerks still work
from ten to four, while University women arc asked to
plough.
Our Race Wants Mobilising
We have raked to the Colours thousands of weedy clerks,
shop assistants, what not, who would have done work on
the land far better than all but exceptional women can do it,
and would have made stout men thereby. We are setting
women to work at operations for which they are physically
unfit, and which could be done by older married men.
Instead of this, these also, owing to the failure of the single
man, are being removed from the most urgent work of
the nation—the breeding of that future generation kir the
sake of which our brave soldiers are dying day by day.
For we of this generation can never hope to reap the
benefit of the harvest we are sowing. That is the portion of
our children and our children's children.
And therein lies the reason why this question of the
skulkcrs and shirkers, this question as _to how best Sc
husband the mental and physical resources of our race,
touches our motherhood so closely.
Our race wants mobilising as a whole. No question here
of filling up a recruit's place with the first woman available,
whether she be fit or not fit. No ! Let the married
unskilled worker of the factory go to the fields, let the older
men take the place of the younger; and let the women ill:
in the cracks !
Of 'a truth, the present ineptitude is pitiful. It =Lc:,
some of us feel
ashamed of
be* British
t-CLQ---t"
Women:

R study in shell-power. Rune stacks of high-explosive projectiles in readin
German artillery. The photograph is an index to the determination

the French lines, but well out of range of
o fight to a victorious conclusion.
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`On Your Feet, Lads!' A Glory of Douaumont

Among the many glorious incidents recorded in the defence
cf Verdun, the heroism of. the French infantry commandant
De Font Reaux is, perhaps, the most prominent. During the
held by the
critical days when Douaumont was a
ce, the men of
Germans and the fate of Verdun was in

the commandant's regiment, through terrible stress and
fatigue, threatened to yield. De Font Reaux, realising the
danger, seized a rifle, walked slowly into the shrap tel cloud,
and shouting," On your feet, lads, and farm fours 1" rallied
his men to do or die for the honour of the Tricolour.
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Beasts of Burden in Asian and African Areas

Altagai;',

•

Horses for transport work with the British Expeditionary Force in Mesopotamia being ferried across the Tigris. With a
lack of mechanical transport, the war-horse ends plenty of work to do in the Persian Gulf area of the world-wide war.

Camels having proved the best means of transport in
Berrizons of the desert arrive in British East MHO* from.
B.E. Africa, a large i.trifier have titan requisitioned; and some of therA ars:seen-coming ashore from native boats.
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Military Movements Under Britannia's Shield

Somewhere in the middle sea. British soldiers billeted for the night on board a battleship during conveyance to another
area of hostilities] in the Levant.

After the cramp. i dug-out, the spacious and stable deck of a British warship. Men of the Mediterranean Expeditionary
Force moving from one place to another under the Navy's wing.

The Tsar, during a recent visit to his armies on the northern front, about to taste the food
Right : General Kuropatkin talking with ono of his Staff officers. By

served out to the troops.

an ImperlafUkase-0 February 19th, 1916, General Kuropatkin was appointed Comrriander.inChief of the, armies on .the northern trent in place of General . Maim,.

The Tsar, mounted, talking to officers who are Knights of the Order of Heroes of St. George the Order was founded in 1769 by Catherine the Great. Right : The Emperor leaving a telethe Conqueror.-"meet valiant representatives" of his armies, as his Imperial Majesty 'phone dug-out at an artillery observation post—one of the most perilous positions on the
described. them, The. OHM Of St. George is the Russian equivalent of the Victoria Cross, and
front. General Kuropatkin is standing nearest the Tsar, on the right of the vhotograPh.
THE TSAR ,.OF RUSSIA WITH GENERAL IcUROPATKIN ON THE NORTHERN FRONT.
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Perennial Duel Between 'Archies' & *waft

Getting over a German aeroplane. Remarkable impression
taken from the observer's seat
on a two-decker machine.

Italian anti-aircraft gunners
and their "Archie" ingeniously screened, although emplaced on an Alpine height.

French 90 mm. gun in action against a German high-flyer. There is nothing so gratifying as to bring down an enemy hawk
or a Zeppelin monster. Can it be woneered that the gunner who destroyed the L77 actually wept for joy after his lucky shot ?
riGohnaissance work. (Photo: Birkett.)
Inset: Twin-engined Caudron, type of machine which has been doing
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With the French Parrying the Thrusts at Verdun

Pile of twisted metal and distorted machinery--all that remained of a field-gun after cne ci the battles round Verdun.

Waitage of war en abattiefield before Verdun. A destroyed
gun, some trench mortars, and captured German rifles.

French reserves enjoying a comfortable luncheon on thewooded
slopes of the Meuse and within range of German shell fire.

Types of the 'men now figand tired, these Frenchmen

round Verdun and experiencing the heaviest bombardment of the war. Muddy, battle-stained,
on their way to billets- fora spell of rest. Inset.: An ancient weapon still effective in trench
warfare—an arbaleat in nee in a 'French trench.
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French Safeguards Against Gas and Grenades

French officers donning respirators before passing through an asphyxiating gas manufactory situated within the zone of
operations on the western front,

Yet another device to guard against flying splinters. Our ally takes every precaution to preserve life, having invented the gabion,
or wattle defences, in addition to the steel casque. This photograph shows a special' wire screen, covering a trench in a wood nee;
Verdun, which breaks the power of grenades•
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The End of the Line in the Sodden Pretre Wood

Posted in a densely—wooded corner of the Pretre Wood these
two French soldiers, from behind the sand—bagged position,
keep vigil for signs of Germans. -With eyes and ears strained.for
enemy movements, crouched down for hours- on the saturated

earth, underneath dripping trees, such is the lot of the outpost.
A rude canopy suspended among the branches helps to screen
the men from the incessant rain and enemy airmen. The Bois
le Pretre i.e situated between Thiaueourt and Pont a PRoussen.
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Warm Corner Amid Pines of the Snowy Vosges

Abounding in pine woods, this sector of the French line is one terrific bombardment of the war, and large territories have
of the most attractive on the front, and during the recent snow- been laid waste. This impression, taken at evenfall, shows a
fall presented a weirdly beautiful-appearance. Verdun being in group of French officers warming themselves at a camp-fire,
the Vosges sector, these forests have been subjected to the most and recounting stories of the great German offensive.
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Petain's Hates to and from the Battle-Front

On the war—way outside Verdun—a scene along a main road
behind the battle—line. Soldiers are marching to or from the
trenches, whilewomen, children and old men, ordered to leave
their homes, are beginning their journey to safety.

Troops in reserve behind the Verdun fighting—line,-eagerly awaiting the- order_ta advance.. Inset: Civilians about to leave
the battle—zone. At the beuinnina of the fighting the military authorities required all civil inhabitants to leave the town and
villages near the front.
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Debris and Derelicts of the Verdun Storm

Ruins of Hennemont. A vivid impression of war's wreckage
and wastage. Under the shattered wall, half-buried in the
snow, is a mangled gun-carriage.

Some of the Germane captured during the thrust at Verdun being marched to the rear, to the delight of a few small boys still
remaining in the town. inset: trench officers Interrogating prisoners at Verdun.
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With Friend and Foe Ashore and Afloat

Sniper, concealed in a mine crater, firing with a special rifle-sight on the French front. Right: Baby donkey and bulldog,
mascots of the New Zealanders in camp in Egypt.

Disappointing sight for the German prisoner! A captured Hun being shown a huge German shell that was fired into the French
lines, but failed to explode. Right: Primitive river cra t, built of hollow reeds, used by natives in Mesopotamia.

Swedish drill aboard a British destroyer. Right: Weird " make-up " of officers of a British cruiser scanning the sea for
a submarine. They are wearing life-saving apparatus—belts, collars, and respirators.
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Fighting the Bedouins in Western Egypt

Australians training near Cairo. In the background may be seen residences and foliage which mark the edge of the desert.

Disconsolate Bedouins captured during the recent fighting in Western Egypt. In this engagement the Dorset Yeomanry made a
fine charge, and Nuri Bey, Enver Pasha's brother, together with a large number of tribesmen, was killed.

Anchored "Ships of the desert" held in (readiness to proceed to the western frontier of Egypt. As in the days of Remises,
these unwieldy denizens are still the onty means of transport over the desert. Modern science has not discovered anything to take
thei=r place for the conveyance of men and munitions over large tracts of sand.
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The Last German Colony, East Africa, where a number of recent successes have marked the opening of General Smuts'
offensive. Portugal having definitely thrown in her lot with the Allies, the colony is now practically surrounded, with the
Belgian Congo on the west, B.E. Africa on the north, and sea—power on the east.
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The Star of Victory !
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

S

PECULATION about the future of the war is at once
the most uncertain, the most enthralling, and the
most deceptive of pursuits. The only thing certain
about war is its uncertainty. Read the forecasts of the
experts eighteen months ago if you wish to learn how far
men can go astray. And yet, at a time like this, an hour
of crisis", one is inevitably tempted to look forward, and to
judge what is coming from what has happened.
The future of the war depends largely on the spirit and
temper of Britain itself. All the prophecies of evil about
the internal developments in the British Empire during
the war have proved false. When the Dardanelles Expedition was abandoned, trouble was feared in the Mohammedan world. Our Mohammedan Empire rests on prestige.
Our prestige had received a bad blow. Trouble, nevertheless, has been avoided.
The world of labour, we were told, would be torn big
internal differences and the nation disrupted when conscription: was enforced. Nothing of the kind has happened.
NfOn familiar with Ireland told us that, despite the splendid
I -alty of the mass of the Irish and the Nationalists, there
\s'puld be trouble in the south-west. If that danger has
ckne to anything, I have yet to learn of it. We have
had demonstrations of the fierce loyalty of the mass of
the Irish on two-score battlefields.

The Writing on the Wall
Our situation at home is good, and promises to continue
good. There is great prosperity. There is absolute loyalty.
While Germany hungers, there is plenty and to spare from
the Orkneys to Land's End. There• are butter riots in
Berlin and war riots in Cologne. There is united detenninaiion in Britain. Every German market-place whispers
the hope of peace. The British statesman who dared to
suggest seriously a premature peace would be hanged by
indignant crowds on the nearest lamp-post. War depends
for its end primarily on the spirit of the nation behind it.
Germany falters before her great sacrifices; we say that
we are just beginning' to fight. And the spirit of Britain
is but the rival of the spirit of France and Russia.
Six months ago we had good reason for apprehension
over the situation in the Near East. Our men were dying
like flies on the rocky .shores of Gallipoli ; Bulgaria had
turned against us ; Rumania seemed doubtful ; Serbia
was being overrun. To-day we have cut our losses at the
Dardanelles, •-<tnsl have strengthened our position on the
mainland. We have an impregnable position and great
armies at Salonika. The Turkish people, almost starving
for lack of food, and threatened by the bold Russian
advance in the Caucasus, are talking of shaking off the
German yoke imposed on them by Enver Pasha. Rumania,
after much hesitation, seems at last on the point of coming
on our side.,

Russia's Coming Opportunity
Some weeks must elapse before weather conditions make
an advance possible by the Germans on the Russian front.
The plains, the marshes, and the fierce rivers of Western
Russia and Poland make early spring fighting exceedingly
difficult. The Russians have enormously strengthened
their position since last autumn. They have never lacked
courage, but they have now abundant munitions, where
before they had little or none.
The Russian nation does not submit readily to the castiron discipline_ of the Germans. Russian men are better

as individual fighters than in elaborating the organisation
of a gigantic campaign. In other words, individual bravery
and- great powers of endurance are the strong points of the
Russian character, and exact organisation is the weak
point. But this- spring a new kind of Russian army will
advance. The old type of professional officer has been
almost wiped out, and members of the learned professions,
landowners, and business leaders officer the new forces.
Those who know Russia better than I do assure me that
these new armies have not only all the old doggedness of
the Russian soldier, but a new intelligence- art 'amazing
enthusiasm, and unconquerable determinAtioll,. „Russia

will obtain her chance against. Germany immediately after
Germany has squandered the best of her troops.

After Verdun on the West Front
The fortune of the war will be finally settled neither to
the east nor to the south-east, but in the west. What is
the outlook here ?
As I write, the third stage of the big German offensive
along the western front has come to a close, and a vet
greater attempt to break through is about to begin. The
artillery on both sides is waging a tremendous battle.
Guns, guns, guns all along the line are settling the fate of the
fight. In England, people are inclined to regard the battle
as already won. This is not the view of the best-informed
French experts. In the heavy fighting yet ahead, the
French General Staff may find it advisable to draw their
line yet farther back, even possibly—not probably—
behind Verdun. All that we can say is that the fighting
up to now affords us every reason to hope that the Germans
will not be able to break their way through. They are
exhausting their best men and their vast supplies of
munitions on this one sustained throw. If they succeed,
it is unlikely that they will be able io possess themselves
of more than a few miles of fresh territory. The signs
are that they will not succeed !
The great attack on Verdun and on the extreme French
eastern front has been, up to now, a profound disappointment to the Germans, and a cause of encouragement to
the Allies. It has weakened the German position in
every neutral country. It has shattered the tradition of
the invincibility of German heavy artillery. It has shown
the desperate position of the German Government, forced
to adopt such costly devices to attempt to finish the war.
When the -German offensive has exhausted itself, our
great chance will come. Many capable observers believe
that the British and French in the west will be content
with maintaining their present positions for some months
ahead, and with letting the enemy break their forces by
bull-like rushes against them.

The Sura Way to Success
This view, is, I believe, wrong. We are bound to make
a crowning attempt at a spring offensive. The army
which remains passive loses moral, strength, and confidence.
Continual offensive is the price of victory. We must
ATTACK ! ATTACK ! ATTACK.!
The one great weakness of our scheme of war during the
past six months has been our lack of decision and enterprise.
Here, I refer to the main direction of the war, not to -the
spirit of battalions or brigades. They have done all that
they could to provoke and meet the enemy. But we have
been inclined in the general direction of the war to wait
on the enemy.
" Wait and see," may be good policy in politics. I
cannot say, for I know little of politics. But in war, it is
a fatal and damnable delusion. An army always on the
defensive is an army doomed. This is not, my individual
opinion alone, but the view of all who have studied the
history of war. We must attack this, spring
We will
attack The only question is_when, where, and how we
are to attack !
Everything indicates that the big spring fighting on our
section of the line may centre around Lille. The capture of
Lille, the repulse of the German moves against Verdun, and
the annihilation of the German Fleet would be the first
unmistakable signs that the military glory of Germany

had finally set.
These things will not end the war, but they will be the
beginning of the end. The tide will then be definitely
turned. Neutral nations will flock to us. Difficulties about
our strictly enforcing a blockade will disappear. Hungary
s :ill begin to ask why she should go on with Austria to ruin.
Turkey will attempt to save something by yielding before it
is too late. We, as a nation, will be called upon for
unexampled sacrifices, and may well, have to endure
unpatalleled sufferings But, through
all the star
Of,4,74,.sips'y_ Will loom clearer and :clearer,

IN THE RING: A SPORTING EVENT WITH THE GRAND FLEET.—A glove fight in a
" ring " aboard a British warship at sea. During hours of recreation the noble art of self—
defence is appropriately popular in the Royal Navy, as in the Army. This striking photo—

graph proves the attraction that an organised boxing—match has for both officers and men .
All are watching enthusiastically the stern fistic combat taking place on a sea that migh.:
almost any hour witness the fiercest naval battle in the history of the world.
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ea Position
By Commander Carlyon Bellaire, R.N., M.P.

HE most sensational revelation of
the debate- on the Navy was 1-21e
one which, if there is an inquiry
.ejtcr the war, -must be probed to -Cie
bottom. I am not now referring to the
--elect which withdrew the cruisers from
foreign stations, so that there was no
defence of the trade routes. This point
was indeed confirmed by Mr. Balfour.
The Strategic Base
The revelation I am now referring to
was when he said that on the outbreak of
war there was no prepared or defended
1tase along the whole of our East Coast
within the striking range of the German
submarine flotilla. One may is
to it
now that the ban of the censorship is
removed, and the public will realise for
the first time the immense debt of gr
tude they owe to the Grand Fleet which,
under a physical handicap of the most
tXtraordinary character, yet maintained
its successful blockade of the North Sea.
Now successive First Lords, and the First
Sea Lords, ache were specially charged
with the responsibility for the distribution and organisation of the fleets, Came
to ignore such a simple and obvious
precaution as a subinarine-proof base, is
easily the first mystery of the war,
eclipsing even the extraordinary series car
blunders over the Dardanelles. I have
bccore car at this moment an anonymous
article with map which I cut out from the.
Glascow Herald " several years ago, in
s hich v the actual station contemplated
\vas revealed,with a good deal of descriptive matter. The public should understand that the base for a fleet in war is
the strategical tease. Places like Portsmouth, Devonport, Rosyth; and Malta,
with great dockyards, are merely refitting
ttases ; and it is the exception rather than
the rule that the strategical base corresponds to the refitting base.

T

German Naval Handicaps
For this reason, in 5906 and racm, we
advocated in the House of Commons the
building of floating_ docks, which could be
stationed at a-‘' strategical base, where
sixty feet of water could be obtained, 'and
so save the six-monthly visit to the
refitting base for the purpose of cleaning
the bottom of the ship. It was several
years before we converted the Admiralty
to our views.
Now that we are free to speak, it must
be evident that the: Germans were perfectly well aware of the handicap tinder
which the Grand Fleet had - been placed by
the then Government's Jack of preparation.
Germany's failure in using her two weapons.
can be ascribed to four causes, which will
continue to stand us in good stead, unless
there is a still further development in the
Zeppelin than the remarkable one which
has already taken place. The two essential
German weapons, the mine-layer and the
submarine, suffered from four handicaps
in the northern waters
5. They lacked infOrmation, and there
was no means of getting it except from
neutral vessels, and here, as throughout
this war, the neutrals have hampered us
to some extent.
2. The gales to the north are very
numerous, and impede the action of
submarines. They also sweep up the
mine-fields.
3. The depths. in most parts are so
great that submarines cannot he on the
bottom and mines cannot be moored.

4. The tide races in important channels
are against them. It is worth while to point out at this;
stage of our inquiry haw much more
favourably circumstanced we were in this
matter than the Germafis. Practically
the Whole basin of the North Sea, in the
north along the line of latitude of 58c N.,
or the southernmost_ point of Norway, is
Over too metres, or 55 fathoms, deep. This
offers no facilities for mines, or for
submarines lying on the bottom. On the
other hand, along the short German
coast, where the German Fleet must act
from, there arc 4,761 square miles .under
20 metres, or about sr fathoms, deep.
Conscquently, -its channels between the
sandbanks are favourable for both mines
and submaiines, and it is a mine-field area
which an efficient War Staff, endoaraged
by a resolute Government, would haVe
raced for during a war crisis.
Land and Sea Compared
To understand this, let the hark back
to an old analogy I use: 1 some twentythree years ago, and in doing so let us
=ember that certain portions of what
is now German coast, such as Zeebrugge,
Ostend, and Knocke, were once in our

proclaimed they would do, off our English
coast before the declaration of war. As
we did not hunt thrcmgh the No ,.h Sea,
there was nothing to .preverat. them doing
so. We mobilised too late ; we sent the
First Fleet to its base too late ; we prepared that base too late ; in everything
we were too late, and the responsibility
rests almost entirely on the politicians..
Mines and Tactics
Once
e first a rt'a of mines has been
laid their extension is easy, and Colonel
C ,urcitill ought to understand that
offensive tactic's around Heligoland are
no W much more -riskY than they. Were in
the earlier" stages of the twat. His ewa
Board issued a statement on January
24th 5965, that the fight with the German
battle-cruisers, which was broken off
seventy milks from Heligoland, was
abandoned because of the " dangers from
subMarines and mines."
There -was
reaton to doubt this statement then, but
its - tendency may very well be true nosy
that the danger area has reached a great
distance beyond Heligoland. Had this
area been mined against the Germans
instead of by them, the Kiel Ship Canal
would have been neutralised, and the

German sailors hauling a hydroplane out of the sea at Wilhelmshafen after a
trial flight.

hands to do what we liked with. I had
been asked by the Council of the Royal
United Service Institution to read a paper
on the Mediterranean and Suez Canal in
Naval War. It happened that I had been
studying several standard works on land
operations, and I had been struck by the
chaotic state of our ideas about sea
operations as compared with the land,
largely because of the fixed idea that the
sea is a fluid tabula rasa.
10
"Too Late:"
- The idea of holding, lines by trenches
on the face of it seems absurd, but what
should be the naval equivalent to those
trenches on the land ? My answer, in the
paper I prepared, was the lines of mines.
By them you make waters your territory,
and the closer you press them in to the
enemy's bases the more you restrict his
freedom of action. Your mines deny the
use of the waters to him so long as he does
not possess the chart of your mine-field,
and nowadays they help your submarines
by preventing the mined area from being
prepared against them. As we have seen,
we had all the advantages conferred on
us by Nature, and we neglected to use
mines altogether until it was " too late."
The Germans did not miss a sccond,
but la hl mines, as they had always

German ships would have had to operate
frorp2 the Baltic, or some two days' journey
away. In such circumstances a more
offensive policy involved risks which
could be calculated. In the present state
of uncertainty the policy of offence
involves risks which are incalculable.
Von Tirpitz Will Not Venture
In the meantime, what is the German
Navy, costing LI:300,000,000 to build up,
accomplishing as a return ? It is not
protecting any interests at sea. It may be
said that it prevents an invasion in the
Baltic and NOrth Sea : but tins could
have been equally well done, at much
less expense, by shore preparation. Such
considerations, how6ver, lead nowhere.
So far as the North Sea is concerned, the
existence of the German Fleet is a bar to
the invasion of Schleswig or to the landing
of a British force for the defence of Danish
territory in Jutland along the forty-mile
front from sea to sea. In the- present
scarcity of men, its continued existence
does enable Germany to economise about
250,000 men on the garrison in Schleswig ;
and for that reason I still hold to the
opinion I expressed over a year ago, that
nothing short of a council of despair
would induce the Germans to offer battle
to our Grand Fleet.
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Decorated for Valour More of Britain's Brave Sons

Capt. CECIL PHILLIPS, the Welsh
Regiment, awarded the Military Cross
for bravery with a bombing party
on Gallipoli. He won the decoration
a few days after landing.
Pie. CHARLES HULL, V.C., 21st Lancers,
saved an officer's life at great risk to his
own, under close fire within a few yards of
the enemy. The officer was Capt. G. E. D.
Learn' d, whose horse had been shot.

Pte. H. CHRISTIAN, V.C., 2nd R. Lancaster
Regt.. held a mine crater with a few men
in front of our trenches, and was forced to
withdraw by German fire. He returned
alone to rescue three men.

Sergt. H. J. WALLER, the Middlesex Regt.,
awarded the D.C.M. for his conspicuous
bravery in continuing to throw bombs
after he had been severely wounded
at Loos.

Sec.-Lieut. A. V. SMITH, 5th East Lancashire Regt. (P.P.),
gained the Victoria Cross for a magnificent act of sell-sacrifice
that saved many lives. He was throwing a grenade when it
slipped from his hand and fell to the bottom of the trench, close
to several officers and men. He immediately shouted out a
warning, but seeing that the officers and
men were unable to get into cover, and
knowing that the grenade was due to
explode, he flung himself down on it,
and was instantly killed.

Carpi. W. BARTLETT, 2nd Bedford Regt., awarded
the D.C.M. for saving three wounded men by going
out three times under heavy fire at Neuve Chapelle-.
Corpl. Bartlett was killed at Festubert.

Sec.-Lieut. J. K. W. TRUEMAN, 6th
Wiltshire Regt., awarded the Military Cross
for his bravery at Festubert. He held a
Perilous position until ordered to withdraw.

Sergt. S. MAYNARD, 1st Border Regt,
awarded the D.C.M. and the French
Military Cross for conspicuous bravery
at the Dardanelles. He was also
mentioned in despatches

Sec.-Lieut. S. P. HANNAN, R.P.A., gained the
Military Cross for his bravery when acting as forward
observation officer. He sent valuable information
to his battery, under heavy fire.
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While Awaiting Von Tirpitz: An Odd Job at Sea

Destruction of an old lighter, blown up by British " handymen" in the Eastern Mediterranean—one of the many odd jobs that
fall to the men of the British Navy while they are waiting impatiently for the Germans to come out and fight
41,
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
XIII.—The Yorkshire Light Infantry
FFICERS
killed " is
O n fortunately a very
common headline
in the papers to
day. It was not
so familiar, however, on September 2nd, 1914, the- day
on which the names of the first officers
killed in the Great War - were made
knoWn to the public, and that list, consequently, attracted a good deal of
notice. .Under the heading killed, there
were thirty-five names, and eleven of
these, or almost a third, belonged to the
Yorkshire Light infantry. In addition
the battalion had two reported wounded
and three missing. About a month later
a long liStof non-commissioned officers and
men killed, wounded and missing was
.published.

The First Shell
These facts told something about the
deeds of our Army in those last anxious
days of August, 1914, and the story can
now be filled in. This 2nd Battalion
of the Yorkshire Light Infantry was at
Dublin Nelson the war began, and on
August 7th the men were put on board a
troopship which then steamed away.
Owing to the dangers from mines, it took
a roundabout route ; but after two clays
on the water the men landed at Havre,
and soon took train for Le Gateau.
On Thursday the 20th they got the
order to move, and away 'lily marched,
swinging blithely along and singing as
they went. They were in fine condition,
and in spite of the heat they did thirtytwo miles in the day, and on the next
morning they were off again. Soon they
crossed from France into Belgium, and
then almost the first thing they saw was a
Ilnion Jack and a big canvas flapping
away. On it were the words, Welcome
to our-British comrades." On Saturday
afternoon they were only three miles
from Mons ; there they halted, had some
tea, and slept the night in a brewery.
On Sunday morning the YOrkshiremen,
smoking and lounging about the place
and watching the motors and the Staff
officers dashing by, heard in the distance
the booming of guns, and about midday a shell dropped some eight .hundred
yards from where they were. Soon after
this they were ordered to fall in, and aftet
a short march they found themselves
near the bank of a canal. There they
dug sense trenches and waited for the
Germans, who, so it was said, were
moving towards the canal.
The Battle of Le Cateau
In the afternoon the enemy could he
seen in a wood in the distance, and as
soon as they came near enough our men
got the order to fire, the Yorkshiremen
being the first to aim. Many Germans
were killed, but others came on, and
'after dark our men, although they had
had very few losses, were told to fall
back.
It was in the Battle of Le Cateau,
fought on Wednesday, August 26th,
that the Yorkshire Light Infantry lost

"

And what stir
Keeps good old York there with his men
of war."
—SHAKESPEARE, Richard H.

so many officers and men, and it is a day
which will never be forgotten so long as
the regiment endures. On a line stretching from Le Gateau to Cambrai the
Second Army Corps, General SmithDorrien's, dug some trenches and waited
in them for the Germans.
They had not long to wait, and it was
Mons over again. The Germans marched
bravely on, and were shot down. Again
and again this happened, but meanwhile
others of Von Kluck's men were getting
round the two ends of the British line, and
soon our men found that they were being
tired at, not only from the front, but also
-from the side. They stood it for a good
long time, and then about half-past three
in the afternoon the general gave the
order to retire.
In this engagement the Yorkshiremen
had had a very bad time. One by one
the other battalions got safely away,
all except the Yorkshire Light Infantry, who were the last to move. At
length it logked as if the trenches were
entirely deserted, except for dead bodies,
a litter of torn cloth, broken pieces of
shot and shell, and other traces of an
army's presence. But it was not quite
so. In some of the trenches is-ere two
companies of the Yorkshires, the last
of Smith-Dorrien's men. Originally there
were about four hundred and fifty of
these, but many had been killed and
many more carried away to the ambulances. A few only remained, and
soon the majority of them also were
dead or injured.
The Charge of the Nineteen
In command of these companies was
Major C. A. L. Yate, a soldier who had
seen the Russo-Japanese War. He soon
found out what had happened. He was
left behind; and he made up his mind
what to do. He called for the unwounded men and found there were nineteen of them—nineteen, the remains of
four hundred and fifty I It was perfectly
hopeless, but instead of ordering them to
creep away, or to wait until the darkness
came, he lined them dip,. and led them
in- a last bayonet • charge against the
Germans—nineteen against hundreds, perhaps thousands. They could do nothing.
Yate himself and the survivors of his
band were taken prisoners, and the
enemy occupied our trenches, where they
found a number of dead and wounded.
Major Yate was reported dead, but this
was incorrect.
By his gallantry Major Yate had
certainly earned the Victoria Cross, and
on November 25th it was given to him.
At Le Cateau, also another Yorkshireman
won it. This was Lance-Corporal F. W.
Holmes, who first carried a wounded man
out of the trenches to safety, and then
went to the help of the artillery. A driver
had been badly wounded, and it seemed
as if his gun could not be got away.

Whereupon, amid the bursting of the
shells and the plunging of the horses,
Holmes rushed out, seized the reins, and
took the team out of danger.
After fighting at the Battle of the Aisne,
the Yorkshire Light Infantry appeared in
Flanders in October, where they had some
stiff work near Givenchy, first advancing
and then being driven back.
The Minden Men
The King's Own Yorkshire Light
infantry, to give it its full name, is made
up of the old 51st and io5th Regiments of
the Line. The 51st was first raised by two
Yorkshiremen, the Marquess of Rockingham and Sir George Savile, Bart., in 1755,
and it was one of the six British regiments
which fought at Minden. " Every British
lad," says Mr. Fortescue, the historian of
our Army, " should know the name of
the Minden regiments, and should be
taught to take off his hat to them if ever
he should have the good fortune to meet
them." On August 1st, the anniversary
of this battle, the Yorkshire L.I. wear
roses to commemorate their deeds of
glory against the French.
The regiment remained in Germany for
a few years, and then served in Minorca,
Corsica, India and Ceylon. For two years
Sir John Moore was its colonel, and under
him it fought at Corunna. Other battles
in Spain in which the Yorkshiremen took
part were Salamanca, Vittoria, Niyelle and
Orthes. They were -at the storrniug of.
Badajoz. and in the " thin red line at
Waterloo.
Burma, Afghanistan, Tirah
and South Africa bring their story down
to the time of the Great War. The regiment's motto is "Cede nulliS," or yield
to none, and its badge is—as one would
expect—a white rose.
Strengthened and refreshed, the 2nd
Yorkshire L.I. returned to the front line
early in the New Year, and on January
19th, 1915, one of its lance-corporals. F.
B. Finney, won the D.C.M. by climbing
through the rows of barbed-wire in front
of the German trenches and bringing
back some valuable information.
A Famous Ridge
On " Hill 6o the Yorkshires lost quite
a number of officers and men- in defending
it against savage German attacks. A few
days later they were sent - to the help
of- the Canadians, and they took their
stand at a critical point in the British
line, near the " unhealthy " spot named
Shell-trap Farm. Day after day they
were under a tempest of shot and shelf;
day after day their numbers grew fewer,
but they held on to the end just as they
had done at Le Cateau, and on April 30th
they were removed to their old quarters
near " Hill 6o."
Frezenberg Ridge is another name forYorkshire folk to remember, for on May
8th the 1st Battalion of the Yorkshire L.I.
had a dreadful time there. The Germans
planned a strong attack on the centre of
our line, and this began early on Saturday
morning ; after a long day of desperate
fighting the battalion, or- what remained
of it, was forced to retire about a mile,
but from there the men would not budge,
A. W. Holland

